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ABSTRACT
Initial work indicated that the CO^ compensation 
point ( T ) varied for any given set of conditions in 
a single plant species. This was in direct contradiction 
to the widely held view that the T was of a fixed value 
for any given plant species. Further-more it was found 
that high light intensities ( above limiting values) 
resulted in a rise in the T, a point again at variance 
with general belief. These two points were investigated 
further and led to a possible explanation for the function 
of the peroxisome being presented.
Hordeum vulgare L. ( Barley) was used exclusively 
for all experimental work- Experimental work was related 
to varying ages of the barley plant and specific leaves. 
Plants were grown in either nutrient liquid culture or 
soil supplemented with a nutrient solution. The plants 
were grown under closely controlled conditions in a 
phyfcotron. Experimental procedure entailed the use of 
on infra-red gas analyser and a paramagnetic/oxygen 
analyser for the determination of the T and the monitoring 
of oxygen levels respectively. Enzyme activity deter­
minations were made on nitrate reductase and by Mr. Tew 
on ribulose 1-5, diphosphate carboxylase and glycollate 
oxidase. The reasons for the choice of these enzymes 
are presented in the introduction. Carbon 14 labelling 
experiments were also conducted to determine the 
distribution of in the basic ( amino acids), acidic
( organic acids), and neutral ( sugars) fractions. A 
’lost fraction' was also determined and it has since been 
established that this fraction is composed mainly of siigar- 
phosphates.
Experimental conditions were varied with regard 
to nutrient status, light intensity, and oxygen-carbon 
dioxide gas concentrations. The effect of these 
variations in experimental conditions were then determined 
on T, nitrate reductase, ribulose 1-5, diphosphate and 
glycollate oxidase, as well as distribution into the 
acidic, basic, neutral and 'lost' fractions of the plant.
The conclusions of this investigation are listed
below
(1 ) T was shown to increase with increasing light 
intensity up to 1 0 0 ,0 0 0  lux, above limiting light 
intensities.
(2) The T response at a given light intensity was shown 
to vary with leaf age, high light intensities
( 30,000 lux ) giving a lower T than at low light 
intensities ( 1 0 , 0 0 0  lux ) in a young expanding leaf, 
and the reverse of this pattern in fully expanded 
leaves.
(3) T is shown to be affected by varying nutrient conditions, 
when nitrogen is supplied as NH a higher T point is 
recorded when compared to nitrogei. supplied as nitrate.
(4) From the results it is suggested that one possible 
major function of the glycollate cycle is the supply 
of carbon skeletons for amino acid metabolism in the 
light.
(5) The ecological implications of points 1 and 2 are 
discussed.
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IN' .1UCTI0N
Preliminary work on the T of plants suggested 
that this point was not a fixed point in any one plant 
but varied uith time. Most workers ( Jackson and Volk 
1970 ) had implied that for a given set of conditions a 
plant had a fixed T. This observation in conjunction with 
the observation that light intensities above limiting values 
did in fact affect I, led to two closely parallel lineu of 
research being conducted. One, to elucidate the effect of 
high light intensities on T of Hordeum vulgare and two, to 
study the fluctuation in T under a given set of conditions 
and elucidate the reason for and implications_of this 
fluctuation.
In an attempt to study the fluctuation of the T further, 
the level of COg uptake ( photosynthesis } and COg output 
( photorespiration) was studied, by observing the enzyme 
activities associated with these two processes, together with 
che T. The activity of the enzyme ribulose 1-5, diphosphate 
carboxylase ( 4-1 • 1 • f• ) was used to assess the“lisved of . 
carbon dioxide uptakej as it is accepted as the main 
photosynthetic carboxylating enzyme in Calvin Cycle (C^) 
plants. The selection of marker enzyme for the decarboxy­
lation process was more complex. Glycollate oxidase ( 1.1.3 .1 . 
is thought to be one of the main terminal oxidases associated 
with photorespiration ( Tolbert and Yamazaki, 1969 ) however, 
the measurement of its activity need not necessarily give a 
measure of the level of decarboxylation due to t.ie 'glyoxylate 
glycollate shunt1 proposed by Tolbert and Yamazaki ( 1969 I 
or alternatively the formation of glycine from glyoxylate 
and its subsequent removal frcm the peroxisome in this form.
In the scheme suggested by Tolbert and Yamazaki ( 1 9 6 9 ) for 
peroxisomal metabolism, associated with photorespiration, 
glutamic acid plays a major role. Further as glutamic acid 
is considered, to be the prime product of reductive amination, 
it was decided to investigate the possibility of using the 
enzyme nitrate reductase ( 1.6.6.2. ) as a measure of 
peroxisomal activity in plants grown with nitrate as the sole 
nitrogen source.
The response of T to increasing light intensities above 
limiting values may have important ecological consequences - 
this aspect is also discussed.
REVIEW OK LITERATURE
BACKGROUND TO PHOTORESPIRATIO'f.
Photorespiration has only been reliably demonstrated 
within the last twenty years and received its major 
impetus with the work of Decker ( 1955, 1957)• Before 
this, most work had been directed towards establishing 
whether or not dark respiration continued in the light 
( Weight, Warrington and Calvin 1951; Steemann Nielson 
1953, 1955) • In 1940, Myers and Burr showed that under 
high light intensity, Chlorella produced rates of 0^ 
uptake 2 to 4 times as great as those of dark respiration.
Decker ( 1957) showed that a variety of plant species 
produced carbon dioxide in the light at rates far in 
excess of those in the dark. He further demonstrated 
a dark carbon dioxide burst when a plant was moved from 
light into the dark indicating that photorespiration 
continued for a short while after the cessation of photo­
synthesis ( Decker 1955) • Decker ( J-957) also established 
that in a closed system certain plants reduced on
dioxide concentration to a level of 50 p.p.m. wh. 
remained stable. This point at which photosynthei- 
exactly balances respiration is termed the carbon dioxide 
compensation point ( Decker 1957).
MEASUREMENT OF PH0T0RBSPIRATI0N.
A number of workers ( Moss 1962, Lake 1967, Zelitch 
196*5, Samish and Koller 1968) have shown that photo­
respiration is a major component of a plants light 
metabolism and as much as fifty percent of newly fixed 
carbon dioxide may pass through this pathway. Canvin 
suggests that upto one hundred percent of newly fixed 
carbon may pass through the glycollate cycle ( pers. com).
The determination of the magnitude of photorespiration 
has been attempted using numerous methods, a brief outline 
of which is presented below. All the methods however 
S"iffer from the fundamental problem of not measuring
refixation of released carbon dioxide by photosynthesis, 
thus all methods give minimum values of carbon dioxide 
output.
A number of workers ( Decker and Wien 1958, Tregunna 
Krotkov and Nelson 1961, 1964, Fock and Bgle 1966) 
have utilized the magnitude of the carbon dioxide burst 
to estimate the size of photorespiration. Krotkov, 
Runeckles and Zlimar ( 1958) estimated the magnitude 
of photorespiration by determining the rate of dilution 
of specific activity of CO^ in a closed system by normal 
C02 from the plant material- El-Sharkawy and Hesjketh 
(1965), Goldsworthy (1966) and Zelitch (1968) calculated 
the level of photorespiration by determining the rate 
of C0 2 released into COg - free air by the ant material. 
Ludwig and Canvin ( 1971) using an open gas-exchange 
system determined the level of photorespiration by the 
simultaneous measurement of and C^Og fluxes from
plant leaves.
C. ‘ CARBON DIOXIDE COMPENSATION POINT ( V  )
As V  is an equilibrium between CO^ uptake and C02 
output, it is apparent that any change in either net 
C0 2 uptake or net C0 2 output would be reflected in the 
rise or fall of the T. This equilibrium could thus 
be highly significant in studying the relationship 
between photosynthesis and photorespiration. Decker 
( 1957, 1959) used the I* to estimate the level of photo- 
respiration. He assessed photorespiration by extra­
polating the curve of net photosynthesis at varying COg 
concentrations from the V  to zero CO concentration.
The intercept on the x axis giving a measure of photo- 
respiration. Bravdo ( 1 9 6 8 ) and Samish and Roller 
( 1968) showed however that the intercept was a function 
of stomatal and internal diffusive resistances as well 
as photorespiration. This would again give an under­
estimation of photorespiration.
While determining T, the possibility of stomatal 
closure may be discounted as the low C0 2 concentrations 
pertaining at T, would result in the stomata being wide
open ( Levitt, 190? ).
Numerous studies in different laboratories utiliz­
ing T as a measure of photorespiration and photo­
synthesis have been conducted unr1 r varying enviro- 
mental conditions and more recently under varying 
nutrient conditions. These factors are discussed 
under the appropriate headings below
(a) VARYING OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS.
Oxygen concentrations above and below atmospheric 
levels have been shown to markedly affect T.
Forrester, Krotkov and Nelson ( 1966 ) were the 
first to study 0^ effects in detail. Using Soybean 
( Glycine max ) they demonstrated that apparent 
photosynthesis ( net COg uptake ) was inhibited by 
increasing levels of 0, above atmospheric levels.
A number of other workers have made similar 
findings as well as showing that photorespiration 
was enhanced with increasing Og concentration 
( Tregunna, Krotkov and Nelson 1966, Bjorkman 1966, 
Zelitch 1968, Hew and Krotkov 1968, Jolliffe and 
Tregunna 1968 ). This increase in photorespiration 
is marked by an increase in the T. Ellyard and 
Gibbs ( 1969 } using isolated chloroplasts have also 
demonstrated a decrease in net CO^ fixation ( Warburg 
effect) and point to its rapid reversability when 
the tissue is flushed with nitrogen.
Furthermore they found that high levels cf 
bicarbonate ( Ij.OmM) prevented the high 02 inhibition 
of apparent photosynthesis and that low levels of 
bicarbonate ( 1.OmM) enhanced this inhibition. Dark 
respiration has been shown to be unaffected by high 
oxygen concentrations ( Forrester et.al. 1966,
Tregunna et.al. I9 6 6 , Goldswcrthy 1966). Tregunna 
and co-workers ( 1966 ) found a linear relationship 
between 0^ concentration and T. This increase in 
T with Og concentration could be the result of 
either an increase Ln phokorespirabion or a decrease 
in photosynthesis or both.
Low oxygen levels ( below 21%) directly suppress 
photorsspiration with a corresponding drop in T?.
Fock, Becker and Egle ( 1970) and Goldsworthy 
{ 1968) suppressed C 0 2 output decreasing Or, 
concentrations from twenty-one percent 0 2 to one 
parcent, obtaining T values close to zero. Hesketh 
( 1 9 6 7 ) compared, net photosynthesis in air ( 2 i$,
Og) aad in Og free air and showed enhancement of 
net photosynthesis in tobacco, cotton, and bean. 
VARYINC. CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATIONS.
T? cannot be determined under a given environment of 
fixed levels of COg as the two concepts are mutually 
exclusive. Some evidence does exist however of high 
levels of C0 2 ( 3 0 0 p.p.m.) inhibiting photorespir­
ation. Tamiya and Huzisige ( cited by Jackson and 
Volk 1970), Ellyard and Gibbs ( 1969) and Chollet 
and Ogren ( 1972) have demonstrated that the 
inhibition of apparent photosynthesis \>y high 0% 
levels is reduced by increases in COg concentrations 
above 3OO p.p.m. Jolliffe and Tregunna ( 1968) 
found that at 2 1% Og the inhibition of photosynthesis 
was removed by high levels of COg ( 500 p.p.m.).
Egle and Fock ( 196?) could not obtain a postillum-. 
ination C 0 g burst at 1 2 0 0 p.p.m. 0 0 ^ at normal Og 
levels, suggesting a supression of phoboraspiration. 
Photorespiration however appears to be unaffected by 
concentrations below 300 p.p.m. ( Decker 1959,Hew 
and Gibbs 1969, Ludwig and Canvin 1971a). Bidwell, 
Levin and Shephard ( 1969) report however that photo- 
respiration in bean leaves was lower at 3 0 0 p.p.m. 
than at 30 to 40 p.p.m.
Further evidence for the effect of C02 on photo­
respiration is provided by the work of Zelitch and 
Walker ( 1964) and Zelitch ( 1965) who showed that 
the synthesis of glycollate was severely inhibited 
at COg concentrations of more than o.2%. It is well 
established that glycollate is the substrate for 
peroxisomal metabolism ( Zelitch 1959, Tolbert 1 9 6 3 , 
Zelitv'h 1966a and b , Tolbert 1971). Heabh anu
Orchard ( 1967) have shown the light compensation ' 
point to be reduced at high CO^ concentrations.
Another aspect of the CO^ concentration is that shown 
by Hanson and Edelman ( 1972) who, using carrot 
tissue cultures have reported that chlorophyll levels 
declined in 1% carbon dioxide.
EFFECT OF LIGHT INTENSITY.
Work on this aspect, particularly at high light 
intensities ( 2 0 , 0 0 0  lux), is scanty and at best 
contradictory. It has been reasonably well 
established that at low light intensities ( 5000 lux)
V drops rapidly and hyperbolically with an increase 
in light intensity ( Meidner and Glinka - unpub. res., 
Heath 1969, Jackson and Volk 1970) reaching constant 
values at relatively low intensities ( Heath and
Orchard 196?, Whiteman and Koller.%$6 ?). .  ..... ....
At light intensities above these limiting values the 
general view, is that held by Jackson and Volk (1970) 
that T does not increase with increasing light 
intensities. This view is supported by the work of 
Poskuta ( 1968). However Samish and Koller (1968) 
suggest that T does infact increase with increasing 
light intensities. This work is not based on 
experimental evidence but on a mathematical model. 
Increasing light intensities have been demonstrated 
to increase photorespiration ( Hoch, Owens and Kock 
1 9 6 3 , Goldney and Van Steveninck 1971) and the COg 
burst ( Decker 1959, Tregunna et.al. 1964)- Although 
Wolf (1970) states that Moss ( 1962) has shown T to 
increase with light intensity Moss in his paper gives 
no experimental evidence for this statement.
VARYING NUTRIENT SOLUTIONS.
Tregunna eu.al. ( 1964) using "postillumination burst" 
techniques showed that mineral deficient leaves (yellow 
leaves showing extreme nitrogen deficiency) have no 
photorespiration and Ryle and Ilosketh ( 1969) reported 
that photorespiration is little affected by nitrogen 
deficiency.
Herath and Ormrort ( 1972) working with barley, peas, 
and rape showed clearly that; sulphur nutritional 
status will affect the T values of high T plants and 
that the magnitude of the effect could be modified 
by the temperature at v 'c.i the plants are grown.
A higher temperature giv.i;’-. rise to a smaller T 
difference between the co.t. vol and the treated plants. 
VARIABILITY OF T.
It has been generally assumed that the T of a plant is 
constant under constant environmental conditions ( Jackson 
and Volk 1970, Wolf 1970, Heath 1969 ). Recent work 
indicates that at least in certain plants, this is not 
entirely correct. Jones and Mansfield ( 1970 ) have 
established that a 24 hour rhythm in T of plants, other 
than crassulacean type plants, exists. Using Coffea arabica 
they showed that the 1 peak' compensation point values could 
be as much as 40 p.p.m. greater than the 'trough1 values. 
Meidner ( 1970 ) working with Xanthium pennsylvanicum , » 
demonstrated tha* debudding and photoinduction ( short days) 
resulted in an increase in stomatal conductance and a 
marked drop in T after eight days.
POSSIBLE MECHANISMS OF CO. - 0% EFFECT.
Attempts to explain the competing effects of COg - 0^ 
concentrations on the rate of photorespiration have led 
to two possible mechanisms being proposed. One by Zvi 
Plant and Gibbs ( 1970 ) is based on a Mehler type reaction 
involving ? two carbon fragment produced by a transketolase 
reaction in the Calvin cycle.
A moie recent paper by Ogren and Bowes ( 1971 ) offers an 
alternative scheme which adequately explains the extreme 
sensitivity of photorospiration to COg and 0g concentrations. 
They stite that, 'The competitive nature of 0% inhibition 
suggests, the possibility that 0 2 substitutes for C0 2 in the 
carboxylase reaction, so that ribulose diphosphate is 
oxidized to 3PGA, fche first product of COg fixation, and 
phosphoglyoollate. Increasing 0^ increases the rate of
phosphoglycollate production thereby stimulating 
photorespiration and further reducing the concentration 
of Calvin cycle intermediates'. This scheme is 
presented in fig. 21. Recent papers by Bowes and Ogren 
(1972 ) and Hall ( 197 ■ give additional support to this 
scheme. In this scheme the level of the T would be a 
direct indication of the balance between the glycollate 
pathway and carboxylation.
SUGGESTED FUNCTIONS OF PHOTORESPIRATION.
Considerable speculation exists as to the role of 
photorespiration and the question remains largely un­
answered.
It has been reliably established that photorespiration 
is the result of the glycollate pathway, which involves 
both the peroxisome and the mitochondrion ( Tolbert and 
Yamasaki 1969, Tolbert 1971). This pathway is presented
Large numbers of peroxisomes are found to occur in 
chloroplast - containing cells of all Cg plants studied, 
and it has been shown that at least 50% of newly fixed 
carbon passes through the glycollate cycle ( Tolbert 
1971, Zelitch 1966)'. Electron micrographs underline its 
importance and demonstrate the close spatial relationship 
between the chloroplast, peroxisome and mitochondrion 
( Frederick and Newcomb 1969, 1971, Laetch 1969, Trelease 
Becker, Gruber and Newcomb 1971 )• Tolbert ( 1971 ) in his 
recent review lists a number of possible functions of the 
peroxisome and states that no one function alone is 
adequate to account for leaf peroxisomes. He does not 
consider the synthesis of glycine and serine to be im­
portant aspect of peroxisomal function. Contrary to 
Tolbert's suggestion is the work of Ruis and Kindi ( 197') 
which points to a possible connection between amino acid 
synthesis and peroxisomal metabolism. They suggest from 
their results that leaf peroxisomes may have more im­
portance in amino acid metabolism than was previously 
assumed.
Bird, Cornelius, Keys and Whittingham ( 1972) have 
recently demonstrated that ATP is produced in the
9.
mitochondrion during the conversion of glycine to 
serine ( fig. 21 ). They state "Our results suggest 
that one of the main functions of the photorespiratory 
pathway is to allow the synthesis of ASP in the light 
in the mitochondrion". This they suggest would provide 
a biolog.. _al significance for the process of photo- 
retipiration. In a follow-up paper Br et.al. (1972b) 
sho#w that at least two ATP1 s are fort by the 
conversion of glycine to serine.
NITRATE ASSIMILATION AND PHOTORESPIRATIOM.
Virtually no evidence exists on a possible link, 
either direct or indirect, between nitrate assimilation 
and photorespiration. Ruis and Kindi (1971) mentioned 
abovo, have implied the possibility of nitrogen metabolism 
being associated with the peroxisome.
It is well established that nitrate reductase is an 
inducible enzyme with a short response time and half 
life, both in vitro and in vivo ( Nason and Hageman 1969)* 
Numerous workers have shown that nitrate reductase is 
susceptable to suppression by ammonia and a number of 
amino acids and amides ( Afridi and Hewitt 1965, Filmer 
1966, Stewart 1972) . Stewart working with Lemma minor 
has shown nitrate reductase to be suppressed by asparagine^ 
glycine and ammonia as well as partial suppression by 
aspartate, glutamate and glutamine. Glycine, glutamate 
and aspartate are amino acids directly involved in the 
glycollate cycle.
INFLUENCE OF AMINO ACIDS AND AMIDES ON 
PHOTORESPIRATION AND NITRATE REDUCTASE ACTIVITY.
Nivnerous workers have demonstrated that excess ammonia 
in the roots of plants is incorporated into glutamate, 
aspartate, glutamine and asparagine ( Pate 1966, VVeissman 
1972, Ivanko and Ingoerson 1971, Ingoerson and Ivanko 1971) 
This suggests the possibility that these compounds rather 
than ammonia may be responsible for the suppression of 
nitrate reductase activity in plants. It is well known 
that nitrogen supplied as ammonia supprnsses nitrate 
reductase activity.
Carr and Pate (1967) working with "field pea" a 1 
nodulated plant, point out that Pate (1966) has shown 
that nitrogen transported from the root is almost 
entirely transported in the form of glutamate, aspartate, 
glutamine ur asparagine. They further stats that these 
solutes contribute nitrogen and carbon to protein 
synthesis and that during the latter process amides are 
consumed and from their amido nitrogen a range of amino 
acids aro formed during photosynthesis, namely serine, 
glycine, alanine and the aromatic amino acids. Serine 
and glycine are directly implicated in photorespiration 
( fig. 21). Weissman (1972) has demonstrated that in 
sunflower and to a lesser extent in soybean a large 
amount of the plants nitrogen is incorporated in the 
root and transported to the leaf as an amide. It is 
implicit however that if nitrate reductase activ^,.y 
occurs in the leaf of a plant then nitrate must also be 
transported to the leaf.
PATTERNS OF NITRATE REDUCTASE ACTIVITY IN PLANTS.
Carr and Pate (1967) show that maximum, nitrate 
reductase activity decreases with each succeeding leaf 
and reaches a maximum activity at full expansion of the 
leaf, thereafter decreasing with age. Harper and Hageman 
(1972) working with soybean have established patterns 
of nitrate reductase activity that rise with each 
succeeding new leaf formed, reaching a peak of activity 
at full leaf expansion. Cresswell ( 1 9 6 1 ) has shown that 
nitrate reductase distribution is related to plant age 
and leaf position.
LIGHT AND NITRATE REDUCTASE.
Hewitt (1970) mentions that the dependence of nitrate 
reductase activity on light is not wholly accounted for 
by its requirements for reducing potential, and is 
related to the light intensity and duration. Kannagera 
ar I ..'oolhouse (.1.9 6 7 ) demonstrated that the synthesis of 
nx. ate reductase requires light and photosynuhetic 
activity. Jordan and Huffaker (1972) have shown that 
photosynthetic CC>2 uptake is required for significant 
levels of nitrate reduction in leaves.
K. POSSIBLE MECHANISM FOR GENERATION OF NADH. FOR 
NITRATE REDUCTASE IN GREEN LEAVES,________
Recently Klepper, Flesher and Hageman ( 1971) have 
published a paper suggesting a possible mechanism for the 
generation of NADH^ for nitrate reductase in green leaves. 
They conclude that sugar-phosphates migrate from the 
chloroplast to the cytoplasm and are the prime source of 
energy and that the oxidation of glyceraldehyde 3 - 
phosphate was ultimately the in vivo source of NADH,, for 
nitrate reduction.
L. CARBON 14 DIOXIDE LABELLING PATTERNS,
The literature on carbon labelling patterns is 
voluminous and merely a brief survey of basicclabelling 
trends is presented.
Earliest label in C^ plants is well established to be 
in 3 PGA and very soon afterwards is found in glycollate 
( Calvin and Bassham) ( 1962). Hess and.Tolbert ( 1966) 
have sho'vn using time - course labelling experiments that 
at four seconds 3PGA was a 100 times more labelled than 
glycollate, however at four to eleven seconds glycollate 
became uniformly labelled ( i.e. both carbons labelled).
The further metabolism of glycollate ( fig. 21) is 
also well established, with the amino acids, glycine and 
serine playing an important role { Hess and Tolbert 1966, 
Tolbert 1971)• Labelling patterns confirm this finding, 
the major amino acids labelled being serine, alanine and 
aspartate ( Calvin and Bassham 1962, Tolbert and Cohen 
1953. Hess and Tolbert 1966, Carr and Pate 196?).
Wolf ( 1970) in his review states that there is fairly 
general agreement that glycollie acid is the source 
of COg liberated in photorespiration and that it arises 
from the carboxyl carbon of glycollic acid.
Carr and Pate ( 1967) state that during the expansion 
stage of the leaf much of the assimilation of C0  ^ is 
directed towards the manufacture of essential structural 
material in the deve.l oping cells especially that of 
chloi’oplasls. In (..his regard it is interesting that 
Tolbert ( 1971) mentions that glycine and serine are tlio
■precursors for all biosynthesis and glycine and 
succinate are precursors for porphyrin synthesis.
Carr and Pate ( 1967) further emphasize that COg 
from photosynthesis is fixed largely into serine, 
glycine, alanine and other compounds not arriving in 
quantity from the roots, this pattern remaining constant 
throughout the photosynthetic life of the leaf, with 
. however the major percentage ( 90%) of newly fixed COg 
being incorporated into sugars as the leaf ages.
Ongun and Stocking ( 1965) using tobacco, studied C1* 
distribution in the light and serine incorporation into 
the carbohydrates of chloroplasts. They found that the 
major count in protein derived from serine and glycine. 
Furthermore” serine was metabolised only in the light.
M. CARBON DIOXIDS AND STOMATAL ACTIVITY.
It is a well established fact that CO^ has an effect 
on stomatal activity. High intracellular COg levels 
resulting in stomatal closure and low intracellular COg 
levels result in stomatal opening ( Meidner and Mansfield 
1968, Levitt 1967, Sutcliffe 1968) Raschke ( 1972) and 
Pallaghy ( 1972) have demonstrated that stomata start to 
close at COg concentrations as low as 2 0 0 p.p.m. and 
severe closure occuring at levels above 400 p.p.m. COg.
Midday closure of stomata is a well known phenomenon 
and occurs in plants, particluarly in hot climates 
( Meidner and Mansfield 1968). An explanation for this 
closure was offered by Heath ( "1952) and Heath and Orchard 
( 1957) who suggested that closure was caused by increasing 
intracellular levels of COg as a result of increasing 
photorespiration with increasing temperature. Heath and 
Orchard ( 1957) demonstrated this phenomenon using onion.
Boyer ( 1971) has shown that low leaf water potentials 
result in a nonstomatal inhibition of photosynthesis in 
sunflower at high light intensities.
N . ECOLOGY Of C AND PLANTS.
There is much speculation as to the ecological 
implications of the two main photosynthckic pathways, 
the 0^ and systems ( Black 1971, Bjorkman 1971, Hatch .
and Slack 1970).
Bjorkman (2971) states that the available experimental 
evidence strongly suggests that the pathway represents 
an adaption to habitats with high temperatures, high 
irradiance, and limited water supply during the active 
period of growth. Hatch and Slack ( 1970) and Black 
( 1971) also straus the water conserving aspect of 
plants, namely that they produce approximately twice the 
dry weight as do plants, for the equivalent loss of water.
It is well established that plants are widely 
distributed in tropical and sub-tropical regions, partic­
ularly in areas of high temperatures, high light, and 
markedly seasonal rainfall ( Hatch and Slack 1970, Black 
1971, and Bjorkman 1971). Hatch and Slack ( 1970) further 
emphasize that the Cg grasses are generally found in regions 
of more uniformly distributed rainfall, either in elevated 
habitats, on mountain slopes or in rain forest. They also 
point out that photorespiration must be considered as one 
possible factor limiting the growth of Calvin Cycle plants 
in the tropics, for at temperatures in excess of 30°C 
the rate of photorespiration can approach half that of 
photosynthesis. Hatch and Slack ( 1970) state.clearly that 
plants primary requirement would be drought tolerance 
and the ability to grow rapidly following rain. It is 
thus apparent that plants are not normally under 
conditions of water stress during their growth period, 
especially when one considers that plants constitute the 
majority of the vegetation found in tropical swamps, such 
as: Phragmites communis, Cvperus erectus and Miscanthidiuni
teretifolium taken from the Okavango Swamps in Botswana 
( Fair and -resswell - unpub. res.)
Steward, Craven, A-ieerasinghe and Bidwell ( 1971) state 
in a recent paper that it is evident that the balance 
between CC^ evolved and fixed, is so affected by environ­
mental criteria that these responses are important in 
evaluating the performance of plants in different ecological 
and climatic situations.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
PLANT MATERIAL.
Barley plants, Hordeum vulgare L- variety Elses 6 row 
(C. May Co. Seed Merchants Johannesburg) were used 
throughout the experiments.
Two growing procedures were utilised depending on the 
treatment required:-
(a) Plants were grown in soil and supplemented with a 
Long Ashton nutrient medium (Hewitt 1952). Details 
of nutrient solution in appendix 14.
(b) Plants were grown in a liquid nutrient culture again 
employing a Long Ashto; nutrient medium. The 
nutrient medium was changed weekly. The level of 
the nutrient cultures was toppea-up daily with 
distilled water to maintain a constant level.
All plants throughout the experimental work were grown 
(except where specified) under constant environmental 
conditions of fourteen hours light at 27°C and ten hours 
dark at 22°C. Light intensity was + 15,000 lux. Only 
one leaf per plant was utilized. The plant was 
discarded after a leaf sample was cut.
T DETERMINATION
(a) APPARATUS AND CALIBRATION.
A closed circuit gas chamber was constructed, 
containing an illuminated chamber (plate l), 
diaphragm pump, Hartman and Braun I.R .G •A . for 
T measurement and a Hartman and Braun paramagnetic 
0, analyser (diag. l). The J.R.G.A. had a 
relative measuring accuracy of + 0.25 p.p.m. with 
a full scale deflection of 100 p.p.m. Calibration 
of the I.R.G.A- was carried out using standard 
gas mixtures, supplied by Afrox Ltd. The 0g 
analyser was calibrated, using an 0^ free gas 
and air taken as 2 1% 0 2.
Accuracy was + 0.25% 0,, and response time 10 sec.
The volume of the lea 1? chamber was 900 .L ^  and 
the roma i rider of the gas circuit a further y0 0  C
This gone a total volume of 1 , % 00 fe§-.^ for the 
leaf chamber and gas circuit.
The light chamber was illuminated using a Strand 
Electric, stage spot lamp and the light was 
supplied with a G.E.C. T6 1 0 0 0 W projector lamp 
(Plate 1).
PLATE 1■ Showing the illuminated plant chamber
for C0 2 compensation point determination.
The light intensity was controlled using a 
rheostat and measured with a photo-electric rell 
held in the illuminated leaf chamber, at the level 
of the leaf surface.
Temperature of the leaf chamber was closely 
controlled by a water jacket surrounding the chamber. 
The water temperature was maintained using a Lauda 
Uici'moslnl, wi.til an accuracy of . 5 of a degree c.oJeiu.s. 
The .1J glil beam was a.1«o passed through a 20cm coJ emu 
of water to remove tin; infra-red spectrum.
I5 ■
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To maintain a constant water vapour level in the
I.R.G.A. an "ice box1' was placed in the circuit 
ahead of the analyser.
A major problem of closed gas circuits is the 
prevention of C02 leaking into the closed circuit, 
when the COg concentration within the closed 
circuit is dropped below atmospheric levels existing 
outside the circuit. In order to reduce this leak 
'Tygon' tubing connections were reduced to a minimum 
and all 'joints' carefully sealed with silicone grease.
The rate of COg leakage was reduced to a constant 
factor of + 7 p.p.m. per hour. This leakage rate 
was based on the rate of increase in CO^ concentration 
in the closed circuit, when the COg concentration 
was initially reduced to zero by bubbling through 
concentrated K 0 H.
As the above leakage rate is small and would 
in fact be a constant for all T determinations, it 
was not considered as a factor in assessing the 
T results.
The constancy of the T determinations was 
established by demonstrating that a given T value 
could be maintained by a leaf sample ,for periods 
in excess of 12 hours, at the T originally obtained. 
The physical measuring apparatus never varying by 
more than + 0.25 p.p.m. from the given T.
All T measured were only recorded after a constant 
value had been maintained for a period of 15 minutes.
Rates were determined for CO^ uptake, however no 
correlation was found between T and rate. Further­
more different rates of COg uptake were obtained 
from the same material exhibiting the same T. As 
this investigation was concerned solely with T 
determinations, rates were not considered.
(b) EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
Temperature of the leaf chamber was maintained 
between 29° and 3O0 celcius and a gas flow of 
50-60 liures per hour was maintained.
Light iiiLeiitiity was varied according bo the 
cxpr.ivimunL being conduct,oil.
Oxywn was ma:i uta i.iicd at 21:%
A m
c) TREATMENT OF MATERIAL.
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T was determined using eight leaves of similar 
age and position. The leaves were cut and 
immediately placed in 10ml. beakers (4 leaves per 
beaker) and the water surface coatecl with wax 
(plate 2 ).
PLATE 2. Showing the eight prepared barley leaves 
for C0 2 compensation, point determination.
Cut leaves were used in prefe nee to attached 
leaves primarily due to the ease of handling of the 
plant material in this form- This is particularly 
important when it is considered that eight leaves 
are used for each T determination in order to obtain 
a composite result. The use of cut leaves for T 
determinations is a commonly adopted technique 
(Scstak, Z., J . Catsky and P.G. Jarvis 1971).
It is fully realized however that dotached leaves 
may introduce inherent errors into any physio­
logical determinations made. Those errors would bo 
due, to the disruption of interchange of metabolites 
between Lite loaf anti Die rest of the plant body.
It won roll, however that in the' short term the.-.c 
olToft.s would hr. mi n him I , and (hat any particular 
of fret, that did occur would l;e common l.o all
15-
determinations that were made. A further effect 
could be the shock induced in the leaf, when the 
leaf was removed from the plant. The effect of this 
shock, if any, remains unknown.
The beakers were held in position by a perspex 
template, to which the leaves were lightly bound, 
holding them in a flat plane (plate 2 ) perpendicular 
to the light source.
Leaves were numbered in order of appearance, the 
first leaf to appear being No. 1, the second No. 2
C. NITRATE REDUCTASE ASSAY
(a) ENZYME EXTRACTS.
5 0 0  mg. of freshly cut leaf material was ground 
in 1 0ml of cold grinding media, using a chilled 
mortar and pestle with acid washed sand. The 
grinding medium was a modified Breidenbach, Kahn 
and Beevers (1968) medium containing 0.15 M.
Tris - HCL buffer (ph 7-5) 0.01M EDTA (ph 7-5),
0.01M KC1, 0.001M MgCl2, and lOmM Oithiotreitol.
The extract was squeezed through cheese-cloth, and 
centrifuged at lOOOg for 5 minutes. The 
supernatant was used as a crude enzyme source. All 
the above procedures were carried out at 0 C.
All enzymatic activities have been expressed 
per gjram fresh weight. The method was similar 
to that of Downton and Slayter (1971). Grinding 
was tested for its variability against protein 
and the standard deviation for 2 0  grinds was 
less than 1%. Protein was assayed using the 
method of Lowry, Rosebrough, Farr'and Randall (1951).
(b) ASSAY PROCEDURE
The method of Hewitt and Nicholas (1964) was 
employed. The reaction was as follows:- 
1 .0ml, 0 ,1M 2 1IP0 4 (pri7.5), 0.05ml, 1 . 3 6  x 1 0 3 
M NADU,, 0.2ml, 0.1M K N Oy 0.2ml extract, made 
up to ml total volume with water.
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Particular care should be taken to use fresh 
KgHPO^ buffer as it was found that buffer of more 
than a week old, even when kept cold, resulted in 
significantly lowered activities.
The assay was started by adding the NADH2. 
Controls omitted the NADH^. The reaction was 
stopped by the addition of 1 ml. of \% 
sulphanilamicle in N HCL and the colour developed 
by the addition of 1 ml. of 0.01% N - 
(-1- napthyl) - ethylenediamine hydrochloride in 
water. The colour was read after 3 0  minutes in
an BEl spectrophotometer at 540 n.m.
D. LABELLING: METHOD AND APPARATUS
Labelling was conducted in a perspex box 
(10 x 20 x <40cm) (plate 3 ) from which plant material 
could be removed at varying intervals. The labelling 
was conducted in a phytotron chamber held at constant 
environmental conditions, similar to the plants growth 
conditions, ie., < 500 p.p.m. C02 and 21% 0g, unless 
otherwise specified.
Labelled C^Og was released in the box by + . 3ml 
of 6 N HClj onto Ba HC^O^, from a dropper sealed into
the top (platn 3 ). Although HC1 fumes are known to have
harmful effects on biological materials the quantity 
used (+ .3ml.) was extremely small.
Given the large volume of the measuring chamber the 
effect of the HC1 ftunes were unlikely to have any marked 
effect on the leaves due to the great dilution of the 
fumes. This is supported by the linear relationship 
shown by the figures of total C^ O g  uptake for the 
tiine-course labelling experiment (Table 2, p. 52a).
PLATE .1 ■ Showing the perspex 'box1 used for ,
the labelling of barley leaves with
c14o2.
Additional light was supplied by a 1500 watt tungsten j
lamp for the experiments requiring a 1 high1 light {
intensity.
Plant material for labelling experiments was treated 
in the same manner as for the T determination 
(see B (c)).
The BallC^O^ was obtained from The Radio-chemical ;
Centre, Amersham, England in 1 mci vials. One vial ,
(58.6 mci/m mol) was used for each labelling experiment.
E. SEPARATION PROCEDURE.
(a) EXTRACTION OF MATERIAL. S
Afit-i’ expoauro to C^O., tlir: plant material 
was romovL’c! i'l'om the labcllin;>; box and immediately ■
j)laecd in boiling 80;.' ethanol,
a.
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The tissue was boiled for two minutes. The 
material remaining, constituted the insoluble 
residue and was discarded.
The .lipids were separated from the alcohol 
extracts after these were evaporated to dryness 
using a heated air stream. Chloroform was used 
to dissolve the lipid fraction, which was then 
discarded with the chloroform.
After removal of the lipid fraction the water 
soluble residue was re-suspended in 10ml. of 
distilled water and a 0.5ml. aliquot of sample 
removed for radioactive determination - this was 
used for the determination of the 'total count' 
of taken up by the plant.
(b) SEPARATION OF WATER SOLUBLE COMPONENTS.
The method followed is that presented by 
Canvin (i9 6 0 ). The water soluble components were 
fractioned into three fractions toy means of ion- 
exchange resins. The extract was first passed 
through a 6 x 1cm column of Dowex 50 - x 8 (H+) 
(Calbiochem purified resin) and then through a 6 X 
1cm column of Dowex 1 - x 10 (formate) (Calbiochem 
purified rosin), The formate column was generated 
from the chloride form with 1M Na formate and 0.1 
N formic acid. The Dowex 50 column retains basic 
compounds and the Dowex 1 column retains the 
acidic compounds leaving the neutral compounds in 
the effluent.
The basic compounds were eluted from the column 
with 50 ml IN BU.OIIj the acidic compounds were 
eluted with 40 mis. 4N formic acid followed 
by 20iiils. 8N formic acid.
The four fractions obtained then were
(.1) Itasir - composed mainly of A.A.
(2) Acidic - composed mainly of organic
acids Uul also containin'* some
piie- phnjs l.Urd roi.ipoimds.
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Neutral fraction - composed almost 
exclusively of sugars.
'Lost1 fraction. - This fraction, 
represented the difference between the 
'Total Count' (measured as described 
in E (a) ), and the sum of the above 
three fractions. This 'Lost1 fraction 
was found to be held the basic column 
and has been termed vne fraction by 
Canvin (pers. com.). This fraction is 
composed primarily of sugar phosphates.
Tew (unpub. data.) has eluted *"
fraction off the basic column and has 
shown it to contain a high proportion of 
3 - phosphoglyceric acid (upto 90%).
After evaporation of the fractions to dryness 
the precipitate was re-suspended in 1 0ml. of 
de-ionized water. Aliquots of 0.5ml were then 
extracted and the radioactivity determined for 
each friction.
F. DETERMINATION OF RADIOACTIVITY.
Aliquots of 0.5ml and the separated fractions 
were placed in glass scintillation vials. To this was 
added 15.0 mis. of scintillation fluid (Lips a-.J 
Beevers 1966a, 1966b) and the number of disin1 ^rations 
per minute counted on a Packard Tri-Carb Scin ..llation 
Spectrometer.
G. VARYING CO, AND 0. CONCENTRATIONS:
APPARATUS AND METHODS
Plants were grown in a large perspex - x (plate 4) 
through which a mixture of gasses was passed. The 
gas mixture was varied by passing gasses from separate 
0„, and C0„ gas bottles (Afrox) at varying rates, 
jnto n Hij.siiH-; bott'le and then through the perspex box.
(3)
(4)
The gas composition was monitored on the papamagnetic
0^ analyser and I.R.G.A.
PLATE 4 - Showing the perspex 'box1 in which
barley plants were grown under variable 
gas concentrations.
Due to the crude nature of the gas control valves, 
gas values could only be maintained within a given
INDIVIDUAL EXPERIMENTS.
(a) T AND LIGHT INTENSITY ( FIGURE 1 )
Bight leaves all of the same age and position 
(i.e. leaf 2 etc. ) were utilized for each set 
of T determinations. Once T was determined 
the light intensity was changed using the rheostat. 
Light intensity range was 10,000 to 100,000 lux. 
After a stable T was maintained for 15 minutes 
at the new light intensity, it was recorded, 
saves were sampled at various times during the
Reversibility of the T was tested by returning
the light intensity to the original level and
The gas composition was monitored on the papamagnetic
0^ analyser and I.R.G.A.
PLATE 4 - Showing the perspex 1 box' in which
barley plants were grown under variable 
gas concentrations.
Due to the crude nature of the gas control valves, 
gas values could only be maintained within a given
INDIVIDUAL EXPERIMENTS.
(a) T AND LIGHT INTENSITY ( FIGURE 1 )
Eight leaves all of the samri age and position 
(i.e. leaf 2 etc. } were utilized for each set 
of T determinations. Once T was determined 
the light intensity was changed using the rheostat. 
Light intensity range was 10,000 to 100,000 lux. 
After a stable T was maintained for 15 minutes 
at the new light intensity, it was recorded.
Leaves were sampled at various times during the
Reversibility of the T was tested by returning
the light intensity to the original level and
re-checking the T. If a fluctuation of more 
than .5 p.p.m. occured, a re-check of the ether 
T levels was carried out.
Plants were grown in'soil and supplemented 
weekly with a Long Ashton Nutrient Medium 
( appendix 14)•
T AMD LEAF AGE ( FIGURE 2).
The experiments were run over a period of 
six days. Leaves were sampled once they had 
reached a length of 8 to 10 centimeters. A 
new sample of leaves was cut for the T deter­
minations for each succeeding day. Leaves were 
sampled four hours after the lights switched on 
in the growth control rooms. I determinations 
were made at three light intensities namely:-
10,000, 20,000, and 30,000 lux. Determinations 
at each of these light intensities was made 
at least twice for every leaf sample.
This experiment was made on the first three 
leaves to appear on the plant axis.
Plants were grown^in A(a).
T. LEAF AGE. LEAF POSITION AND ENZYME 
ACTIVITY ( FIGURES 1. i. 5, 6 .)
Plants were grown in soil pnd supplemented 
daily with a Long Ashton Nutrient solution.
On the fourth day the plants were thinned to 
leave only plants of equal height. Two growth 
chambers were used with a staggered light regime, 
so that sampling could be made twice a day, 
after the plants had received only four hours 
of light. Twenty-fou" hours prior to sampling 
the plants were supplied wiih 1 0 0ml. nitrate 
solution containing 5n0 p.p.m. nitrate.
Sampling commenced after the first leaf was 
longer than lOcms. This leaf was only fully 
expanded four days after the initial sample.
The same procedure was followed for leaves 
2, 3, and 4- Sampling continued for 31 'lays, 
samples being take.i every secorid day.
Sixteen similar leaves in age and leaf 
position were used for each set of determinations, 
eight of which were used to determine the T, 
and the remainder for enzyme activity.
T determinations were conducted at 20,000 lux.
ENZYME AND T FLUCTUATION DURING A SINGLE DAY.
( FIGURES 7.8. 0. )
Plants were grown in a Long Ashton nutrient 
solution and sampled at the beginning of the 
light period and at varying intervals thereafter.
T determinations were made at 20,000 lux. Leaf 
2 was -wsed foe- these determinations.
EFFECT OF VARIABLE NUTRIENT SUPPLY ON ENZYME 
ACTIVITY AND T. ( FIGURES 10 AND 11).
Plants were grown in nutrient cultures 
varying in the quantity and form of nitrogen 
supply. The low nitrate experiments contained 
between 10 and 50 p.p.m. of nitrogen. The K 
and. Ca levels were maintained by the supply of 
K„S0^ and CaCl^. The high nitrate experiments 
contained 400 p.p.m. of nitrogen, with K and Ca 
ratio being maintained by a balanced supply of 
KNOj and Ca ( N0^)2i Nitrogen supplied as 
ammonia was at the rate of jOOp.p.m. with the 
ammonia supplied as (NHj)^S0^ and K and Ca as 
in the low nitrate treatment.
Leaf 2 was used exclusively and first 
sampled on the 11th Day after germination.
T was determined at 20,000 lux. Leaves were 
sampled as described previously in H(c),
EFFECT OF HIGH CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATIONS 
ON ENZYME ACTIVITY ( FIGURE 12).
Plants we: e grown as in (a) and placedc. 
in a large perspex box through which a gas 
containing high (J0 2 levels ( 1 to 3% ) was 
passed. Leaf 1 was sampled 5 days after 
germination and l8 hours after being placed 
under high CO. conditions. A control plant
Outside the box was sampled concurently with 
the experimental plant. Sampling was as 
described in H(c). Sampling continued for five
HIGH AND LOW OXYGEN EFFECTS ON ENZYME ACTIVITY 
( FIGURE 1.1) .
Method was as in H(f) with 0^ levels 
maintained at v 50% and <5%> keeping C02 
concentrations below 500 p.p.m. ficwrf piac-kd time*
t-OV C>| COMH-rieNS oNuY Ai=T£*. THE INITIAL SA nfC S r4ks« ON
EFFECT OF HIGH AND L Otf^INT BNS IT IBS ON ENZYME VHYr. 
ACTIVITY ( FIGURES U  AND 15)
Two slightly differing experiments were run:-
(i) Plants were grown as in (a) in the phytotron 
at varying light intensities. These being
6,000, 11,000 and 25,000 lux. Sampling was 
as described in H(c). T was determined at
2 0 . 0 0 0  lux tor all light treatments.
(ii) Only two light intensities namely:- 10,000 
and 25,000 lux were used in this experiment.
T was again determined at 20,000 lux. The 
initial T and enzyme determinations on day
5 (fig. 15) were made on both the groups 
of plants growing under light conditions of
25.000 lux. Immediately after this deter­
mination one of the groups of plants was 
moved to light conditions of 1 0 , 0 0 0  lux.
INCORPORATION OF C1^  WITH RESPECT TO TIME 
( FIGURE 16)
Labelling with C ^ 0^ of the material was 
carried out in the light as in (D). Leaf 
material was removed from the perspex box 
at intervals of 15 seconds, 60 seconds,
5 minutes, 10 minutes and 15 minutes and 
immediately extracted as in E(a). Light 
intensity was maintained at 2 0 , 0 0 0  lux and 
material was prenared as in (B (c) ). and 
grown as described in (A (b) ). A short
23-
period of 1 0 minutes in C^ O g  was allowed for 
equilbration.
(j) EFFECT OF VARYING NUTRIENT SUPPLIES ON THE
DISTRIBUTION OF C U- ( FIGURE 17).
Labelling with C^ O g  of the material was 
carried out for 10 minutes as described in (D) 
and immediately extracted as described in E(a).
Light intensity was maintained at 20,000 lux.
Plant material was prepared as described in B(c) 
and grown as described in H^e). A short period 
of 10 minutes in was ^ allowed for equilbration.
Leaf two was used exclusively and was cut soon 
after full expansion.
(k) EFFECT OF HIGH CO. CONCENTRATIONS ON THE
DISTRIBUTION OF C H. ( FIGURE 18).
Labelling procedure was conducted as in H(j) 
except for the presence of a high COg concentration 
( > ! # )  in the perspex box.
Material was grown as described in H(c) and 
•..'spared as described in B(c). A sample of the 
plants were further pre-treated, for 18 hours 
prior to labelling, in a high C0 g concentration 
environment.
Leaf one was used exclusively for these 
experiments.
(1) EFFECT OF LOW OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS ON THE
DISTRIBUTION OF C14 ( FIGURE 19).
Labelling procedure was conducted as described 
in H (j) with however low Og concentrations (<_ 5" ) 
and normal COg concentrations being maintained 
in the perspex box.
Material was grown as described in H(i) and 
prepared as described in B(c). Leaf one was 
used exclusively for these experiments.
(m) EFFECT OF HIGH AND LOW LIGHT ON THE DISTRIBUTION
OF C14. ( FIGURE 20).
i
Labelling procedure was again conducted as 
described in 11(j ). Two separate labelling 
experiments were carried out one at 1 0 , 0 0 0  lux 
and the other at 3 0 , 0 0 0  lux on leaves before 
( 6 days) and after full expansion, ( 9 days) 
bad occured.
Material was grown as described in H (i) and 
prepared as described in B(c). Leaf two was used 
exclusively for the experiment.
In all labelling experiments the material, after 
extraction, was separated as described in E (b) 
and radio-activity of samples was determined as 
described in (F).
All experiments were conducted at least twice 
and enzyme activities were tested for any effect 
the 'Box' ( plate 4) may have had on their activity. 
The influence of the box was shown to be negligable.
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RESULTS
Results are presented and are numbered and headed to 
correspond with the experiments described in the section 
under Methods.
H. (a) T AND LIGHT INTENSITY ( FIGURE 1. )
T was observed to vary with light intensity •
( fig. 1. ). As light intensity increased from
30.000 to t0Q£00 lux, T increased linearly, but 
the extent of T increase for different samples of 
leaves differed over a given range of light 
intensities above 30,000 lux. This is indicated 
by the slope. Below 30,000 lux the I response 
was varied. Change of T with light intensity 
from 1 0 , 0 0 0  to 3 0 ,0 0 0  lux was not always linear, 
in relation to increase of T above 3 0 ,000 lux. 
Furthermore for a given light intensity the T
of a sample of leaves also varied.
The light intensity at which the*"lowest T 
observed was not consistant and varied between
1 0 . 0 0 0  and 2 0 , 0 0 0  lux for the different samples.
The variable response of T, to light intensity,
observed with different groups of leaves suggest 
that the response of T to light intensity may be 
dependent on the physiological state of the leaves
(b) T AND LEAF AGE ( FIGURE 2.)
To further investigate the variable response of 
T to light intensity, the T response for given 
intensities was determined with leaves of 
increasing age.
The first three leaves to appear on the plant 
axis were measured at three light intensities, 
namely:- 30,030, 20,000, and 10,000 lux ( Graphs 
a, b, and c respectively fig. 2 .}.
These three light intensities were chosen as they 
were the light intensities at which the anomalies 
in T response were observed in the previous 
experiment ( fig. 1 >.
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Figure 2. Graphs showing bhe variable response of I" to 
light intensity with age in leaves one, two and three 
respectibMy.
( T in leaves 1, 2 a rut 3 was observed t o ‘be 
relatively high during the leaf expansion stage 
irrespective of the light intensity, decreasing 
to a relatively stable level as the leaf reached 
full expansion and remaining at this level 
during the remainder of the experimental period.
The relationship between the T's at the three 
light intensities used was also observed to vary 
from day to day. During the early expansion 
phase of a leaf's growth the lowest f was 
obtained at the highu ; light intensity used 
( 30,000 lux J and the highest T at the lowest 
ligh\. intensity ( 10,000 lux ) ■ With leaf develop­
ment this relationship reversed, i.e. 1 0 ,0 0 0  
lux giving the lowest < d 3 0 ,0 0 0  lux the highest 
T. The relative difference between the T's for 
the three light intensities used also varied from 
day to day, i.e. the T occasionally being the same 
for the 1 0 , 0 0 0  and 2 0 , 0 0 0  lux determinations, or 
for the 2 0 , 0 0 0  and 3 0 , 0 0 0  lux determinations ( fig. 2 
The average or mean level of T was the same for the 
three leaves studied after full expansion.
T. LEAF. AGE, LEAF POSITION AND ENZYME ACTIVITY.
( FIGURES 3, 4. 5. AND 6 ).
Having confirmed the highly variable natur of 
the T, even if only small in magnitude, the following 
experiment was designed to test the implied 
variability of the COg uptake ( photosynthesis ) 
and major C0g output ( photorespiration ) mechanism 
i'f the plant in the light. In this experiment the 
nutzient level was maintained at optium levels by 
supnlen-i-nting with a Long Ashton nutrient medium.
Ihe experiment was run for 3 0 days, a longer period 
than the previous experiments.
At this stage Mr. John Tew joined me and carried 
out the determination on ri>ulose 1-5, diphosphate
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Figure l ■ '.vaphsehoivi.ng the T* with age in leaves one, two, 
three and "our respectively.

3 0 A .
.BXPLAWATTOfl OF FIGUH8S 5 AND 6 -
O— -o show the position of the calculahed nitrate 
reductase: RuDP carboxylase ratio that would give a
1 0 0 % correlation with the measured T on a relative 
basis ( i.e. the direction and the magnitude of change 
are considered). the upper act of numerals indicates the 
number of points of the ratio that do not correlate.
A  A  show the position of the calculated, nitrate
reductase: RuDP carboxylase ratio that would give a
.1 0 0 % correlation w^-th the measured compensation point 
on a non-proportional basis { i.e. only the direction 
of change is considered and not the magnitude). The 
lower set of numerals indicates the number of points 
of the ratio that do not correlate.
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Figure 5« Graphs showing V wlbh time in days and nitrato 
reducfcare/ribu]oae 1-5 ,riiphosohabo carboxylase ratio in 
leaf 1 ( graphs ’a 1 and 1b 1) and leaf 2 ( graphs 1c 1 and
32.
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Figure 6 . See figure 5• Leaves 3 and 4•respectively•
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carboxylase activity and glycollate oxidase
activity, the results of which are presented
in the appendix.
(i) C02 COMPENSATION POUrT (T)
As observed in the previous experiment the 
initial T's in leaves 1,3 and 4 are relatively 
high with the T decreasing to a lower level 
with full expansion of the leaf ( fig. 3 ).
The T then remaining relatively constant with 
individual T fluctuations ibout a mean. The 
T mean for all leaves studied was similar, 
being at or about VO p.p.m. and is of partic­
ular interest when compared to the enzyme 
activities. The absence of a high initial 
T for leaf two, ( fig. 3 'b') may be explained 
by the fact that the leaf was relatively more 
developed than the other leaves, for the first 
determination•
The pattern of T fluctuation of the four leaves 
studied varied with the greatest fluctuation 
in T being observed in leaf two ( fig. 3 eb'j.
(ii) NITRATE REDUCTASE ACTIVITY.
Activity increased with each succeeding new 
leaf studied on the plant axis and decreased 
with leaf age ( fig. 4)- Day to day activity 
was variable with sharp rises and falls in 
activity. No regular pattern of activity was 
noted between the leaves studied other than 
the increase with leaf position and the over­
all decrease with age, mentioned above. No 
aired correlation was found between nitrate 
reductase activity and T. No. correlation 
with either ribulose 1-5, diphosphate carb­
oxylase activity or glycollate oxidase 
activity and T was found ( appendices 1 and 2). 
Furthermore the activities of all the enzymes 
decrease with age, but T remains at the same 
relative level ( fig. 3 ).
(iii) RATIO OF NITRATE REDUCTASE ACTIVITY TO
RIBULOSE 1-5, DIPHOSPHATE CARBOXYLASE 
ACTIVITY.
No correlation between T and the enzymes 
studied was observed, but it was felt 
that the ratios of the enzymes selected 
to represent the processes of photo­
respiration and photosynthesis ( see 
Introduction ) should give a correlation. 
The nitrate reductase/ribulose 1-5, 
diphosphate carboxylase ratio ( figs. 5 
and 6 ) gave a high degree of correlation 
with T ( Table l), particularly in leaves 
2, 3, and 4- A statistical analysis by 
linear regression analysis of these 
-elations-• • continued overleaf).
% Correlation with T
b(i) a(ii b(ii)
1 27 47 53 73
2 54 69 77 85
3 64 75 83 91
4 79 67 89
Table 1. percent ge positive
correlation of the T with the calculated 
ratios of the four leaves sampled.
(a) The percentage correlation of the 
glycollate oxidase/ribulose 1-5, 
diphosphate carboxylase ratio.
(i) on a relative basis
(11) on a non-proportional basis \
i.e. when the direction of 
change and not the magnitude 
is considered).
(b)< rhe percentage correlation of the 
nitrate reductase/ribulose 1-5, 
diphosphate carboxylase ratio (i) 
and (ii) as for a.
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gave significant results af the 95% 
confidence levei for leaves one ( R = -535) 
and two ( R = .639 ) and the 99% confidence 
level for leaf three ( R = .819 )- Statistical 
correlation in leaf four was not significant.
This however may be explained by the fact, thab 
the .‘:.i first point ( fig. 6, graph ' c ') is so 
far 'out', and also the low level of the degrees 
of freedom.
Although the glycollate oxidase/ribulose 1-5, 
diphosphate' carboxylase ratio ( appendix 3 and 4) 
also gave satisfactory levels of correlation 
these were not as high as the nitrate reductase / 
ribulose 1-5, diphosphate carboxylase ratio. A 
regression analysis of this ratio showed no 
significant correlation with T for any of these 
leaves.
It is significant that the ratios of both nitrate 
reductase activity ( fig. 5 and 6 ) and glycollate 
oxidase activity ( appendix 3 and 4 ) to ribulose 
1-5, diphosphate carboxylase do not show an over­
all drop as do the individual enzyme activities 
but remain about a mean as does the T of the leaves. 
( d) ENZYME AND T FLUCTUATION DURING A SINGLE DAY 
( FIGURES 7. 8. and 9 )
In an attempt to achieve a higher degree of correlation 
between the nitrate reductase/ribulose 1-5, 
diphosphate carboxylase ratio and T it was 
decided to monitor enzyme activity and T over 
a single light period.
The patterns of I and’nitrate reductase activity 
varied from day to day ( figs. 7, 8 and 9 ) as did 
the mean levels.i of T and nitrate reductase activity. 
Furthermore the T was observed to vary with the 
duration of the light treatment as seen in Figures 
7 and 8. In the case of the younger leaf ( fig.7) 
there was a general trend for the T to increase 
with length of light treatment, whereas the opposite 
was observed in the case of the older leaf (fig.8) 
whose T decreased with length of light treatments.
The initial T at the cummenvemenb of the light
a*.
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graph V
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TIME AFTER START OF LIGHT PERIOD
, igura 7. Graphs showing T  fluctuation (graph'c *), nitrate 
reductase/ribulose IAS,diphosphate carboxylase ratio (graph 
' b ') and nitrate reductase activity (graph 'a'). Sampled 
14*drter planting.
graph V
TIME AFTER START OF LIGHT PERIOD
frlguro 8 . See figure 7. Sample 18 days afteer planting.
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graph V
TIME AFTER START OF LIGHT PERIOD
Figure 0. See figure 7- Graphs showing relatively poor 
correlation between the'ratio' and T.
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treatment was higher in the older leaf than 
observed in the younger leaf. These observations 
further emphasize the dynamic nature of the T.
A number of determinations with different leaf 
ages tverv made, with varying degrees of correlation. 
Perfect correlation between T and the nitrate 
reductase/ribulose 1-5, diphosphate carboxylase 
ratio was achieved for two determinations with 
leaf two, cut 14 and .18 days after planting 
( figs. 7 and 8 ). One determination had one point 
out and is presented in fig. 9*( cut 16 diys after 
planting). A regression analysis of these 
ratios and T gave extremely high positive 
correlations at the 99•9% level for both the leaves 
cut 14 days ( R = .994) and 18 days ( R = -974) 
after planting.
Ribulose 1-5, diphosphate carboxylase and glycollate 
oxidase were again monitored by Mr. Tew ( appendices 
5, 6 and 7)-
EFFECT OF VARIABLE NUTRIENT SUPPLY ON ENZYME 
ACTIVITY AND T ( FIGURES 10 and 11)
Having shown a possible relationship between 
nitrate reductase activity and Y, and by impli­
cation photorespiration, it was decided to attempt 
to stimulate or suppress nitrate reductase 
activity, by growing the plants under varying levels" 
of nitrogen supplied as nitrate. Nitrogen was also 
supplied as ammonia to study the effect of, by­
passing the nitrate reduction step, on T- 
Nitrate reductase activity was shown to be high under 
conditions of high nitrave supply and at minimal 
levels under the conditions of low nitrate supply 
used. As expected nitrate rediutase activity was 
close to zero when nitrogen is supplied as ammonia 
( $ -g. IV).
For ease of comparison Mr. Tew1s results of ribulose
1-5, diphosphate carboxylase and glycollate oxidase 
activity are also presented in fSg. 1 0 and not 
in the appendix. Glycollate oxidase activity is
b4 0 0  pem. N (N0J5 
< 5 0  ppm. N ( NOJ) 
3 5 0  R im  N (NH,)
s
Figure 10. Graphs showing the effect of variable levels and 
nodes of nitrogen supply on nitrate reductase activity, T, 
ribulose 1-5 ,diphospliabe carboxylase, glycollate oxidase 
and the nitrate reJuctaue/ribulose 1-5;diphosphate carboxyl
h|e 2-s
graph V150 to r '.  N (NC5> 
300 Rpm. f! (NH,)
r
i
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Figure 11. Graphs showing the effect of variable levels afid 
.nodes ot: nitrogen supply on nitrate reductase activity, r, 
and nitrate red.uotaso/ribulosei 1-5, diphosplir-.te carboxylase
markedly stimulated by the high nitrogen levels', 
with the greatest stimulation observed when 
nitrogen is supplied as ammonia. Ribulose 1-5, 
diphosphate carboxylase activity is also 
stimulated by high nitrogen levels with the ammonia 
treatment again showing the greatest stimulation 
( fig. 1 0 graph 'd').
T'e of the three treatments are not markedly 
different in this experiment. The T's of the low 
nitrate treatment were observed to be higher than 
those for the high nitrate and ammonia treatments. 
The ratios of the nitrate reductase ribulose 1-5, 
diphosphate carboxylase activities show a high 
degree of correlation to the observed T's with, the 
obvious exception of the ammonia treatment. The 
correlation is one hundred percent in the high 
nitrate treatment and only the last point ( day 1 1 ) 
out in the low nitrate treatment ( fig. 10 graph 'a' 
The relative levels of the high and low ratios of 
nitrate reductase/ ribulose 1-5 diphosphate 
carboxylase are however reversed with respect to 
the observed T, with the mean of the high nitrate 
treatment being higher than the mean of the low 
nitrate treatment.
A second slightly modified experiment was conducted 
in which the ph of the nutrient solution was 
closely controlled. The low nitrate 'treatment' 
was also supplied with a level of nitrogen 
approximating to normal nutrient media values 
i.e. 150 p.p.m. nitrogen as opposed to 50 p.p.m. 
nitrogen in the previous experiment ( fig. 1 1 ). 
Essentially similiar results to the previous 
experiment were obtained.
Once agin the 'high' nitrace treatment gave a 
higher mean titrate reductase activity than the 
'low' nitrate treatment, and no activity when 
nitrogen was supplied as ammonia ( fig. 1 1 ). 
Glycollate oxidase and ribulose 1-5, diphosphate 
carboxylase activities were again stimulated by
4 3
increasing levels of nitrogen supply, with however 
a very marked stimulation in activity in the plants 
supplied with ammonia ( appendix 8 ).
No significant difference in the T's of the high 
and low nitrate treatments was observed, but a 
very marked stimulation in the level of the T in 
the ammonia treated plants was noted ( fig. 11). 
This increase in the T's is in accordance with the 
very marked rise in glyccllate oxidase activity 
observed ( appendix 8).
This rise in glycollate oxidase actiyity is 
proportionately greater than the rise of activity 
in ribulose 1-5, diphosphate carboxylase and is 
supported by the plant's glycollate oxidase/ 
ribulose 1-5, diphosphate carboxylase activities 
ratio ( appendix 8 ).
The nitrate reductase/ribulose 1-5, diphosphate 
carboxylase activities ratio for the high and low 
nitrate treatment again shows a high degree of 
correlation with the observed T's ( fig. 11).
Two points, on days 10 and 14, in the high nitrate 
treatment are at variance with the T and one point 
on day 1 3 , is 'out' in the low nitrate treatment. 
When a simple linear regression analysis was 
applied to the data however, no correlation was 
obtained. This lack of statistical correlation 
may be explained by the small degrees of freedom 
and the resultant disproportionate effect of the 
ratio values obtained for day 10 in the 400 p.p.m. 
nitrogen treatment and day 8 in the 1 5 0 p.p.m. 
nitrogen treatment. When these points are 
adjusted to 3 .4 . units 4-400 p.p.m. treatment) 
and 4-4. units ( 150 p.p.m. treatment) correlations 
at the 95% ( R = . 725) and *)9'M ( R = .956) 
confidence levels were obtained respectively.
(f) EFFECT OF HIGH CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATIONS ON 
ENZYME ACTIVITY ( FIGURE 12)
Having shown that factors known to affect nitrate 
reductase activity and assimilation had a similar
N
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Figure 12. Graphs showing the effect of high C0„ levels 
( C0 ~ 7 on nitrate reductase activity.
J&.
effect on enzymes of photorespiration and photo­
synthesis as well as T, it was decided to 
invests <?§rte the possibility of factors known to 
affect photosynthesis and photorespiration for 
their effects on nitrate reductase activity.
The first of these factors to be studied was the 
effect of high levels (71% ) of COg on nitrate 
reductase. Nitrate reductase activity was 
sharply suppressed by high CO ( fig. 12 1 a 1 and 
'b') as was glycollate oxidase activity ( appendix 
9) while ribulose 1-5, diphosphate carboxylase 
activity was greatly stimulated ( appendix 1 0 ).
The suppression of nitrate reductase activity is 
apparent even on day 5 affcfer only 18 hours of 
growth under high COg conditions ( fig. 1 2 , graph 
'a' and 'b 1). The smaller decree of suppression 
in graph 'b' ( fig. 1 2 ) of nitrate reductase 
activity may be due to a relatively lower concen­
tration of carbon dioxide than that pertaining in 
graph 'a' ( fig. 22). When the plants grown under 
high COg levels were again placed in normal air 
the activities of the above enzymes returned to the 
level of the control plants ( fig. 1 2 , graph 'a' 
appendix 9 and 1 0 graph 'a 1)•
The pattern of suppression or stimulation of the 
enzymes studied was maintained for the full five 
days of the experiment.
The plants grown under high COg levels showed robust 
growth with however a distinct yellowing of the 
leaf tips.
Attempts tc achieve a low relative T using plants 
with suppressed nitrate reductase and glycollate 
otic'ase activities ( fig. 12 and appendix 9 
respectJvely) were unsuccessful- It was shown 
however that glycollate oxidase showed a 50%" 
increase in activity in less than AO minutes, when 
the COg level was dropped to 3 0 0 p.p.m. COg or 
below ( Tew unpub, res.). It was not possible 
to achieve a T in less than 45 minutes after
removal or? the plant material from the high CO^ 
environment. As the nitrate reductase activity is 
influenced by the levels of amino acids and amides 
( Stewart 1972) and it is these compounds that are 
directly involved in the aalpation steps of the 
glycollate cycle, nitrate reductase activity itself 
would have no regulatory affect on this cycle. 
Nitrate reductase activity would still be a measure 
of glycollate cycle activity if sufficient time is 
allowed for the fluctuation of the amino acid pool 
size, caused by glycollate cycle activity to affect 
the nitrate reductase. Furthermrre if nitrate 
reductase activity ( nitrate assimilation) was 
actively suppressed ( low nitrate supply), while a 
high demand for ammonia by he glycollate cy 1© 
existed, then nitrate assimilation could exert 
a controlling effect on the cycle.
Heath and Orchard ( 1967) have however shown that 
the light compensation point is reduced at high 
levels of COg.
Very high levels of CO2 ( + 20% ) were found to be 
toxic to the plants.
HIGH AND LOW OXYGEN EFFECTS ON ENZYME ACTIVITY 
( FIG. 13).
The results for the experiment on the effects of 
high 0^ ( 42%) levels on nitrate reductase activity 
were unsatisfactory and are not presented. The 
high oxygen levels probably affected the assay 
procedure as very low leteels of nitrate reductase 
activity •; , c obtained were probably not a 
reflection of true activity as the normal assay 
colour was not obtained under these conditions.
The plant however showed robust growth with no 
signs of yellowing, suggesting satisfactory nitrate 
assimilation.
Plants grown under low 0^ ( <5% ) conditions showed 
a marked suppression of nitrate reductase activity 
( fig. 13). Glycollate oxidase activity and 
ribulose 1-5 , diphosphate carboxylase activity were
o— o  contro l (21 ’U Qi) 
e— e low Oa k 5»/. Oj)
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figure 13. Graph showing the effect of low leve1 
(<5%) on nitrate reductase activity.
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also suppressed by low f>2 levels ( appendix 1 1 ). 
Ribulose 1-5, diphosphate carboxylase activity was 
however nob so sharply suppressed as either nitrate 
reductase activity or glycollate oxidase activity.
The initial activities on day five ( fig. 1 3 , 
appendix 1 1 ) were the same for both the control 
plants and the experimental plants as this determin­
ation was made on the plants before they were 
placed under low Og conditions.
(h) EFFECT OF 'HIGH' AND 1 LOW LIGHT INTENSITIES ON 
ENZYME ACTIVITIES ( FIGURES 14 AND 15).
In previous experiments ( figs. and 2 ) as it was 
established that an increase in light intensity 
above 1 limiting values' resulted iu an increase in 
T and presumably photorespiration, it was decided 
to investigate the effect of xt,creasing light 
intensities on nitrate reductase activity.
The initial experiment was conducted using three 
light intensities namely 8,000, 10,000, and 25,000 
lux. Plants were grown under these intensities 
and sampled for a period of five days. Nitrate 
reductase activity rose with increasing light intensity 
( fig. 14) as did glyccllate oxidase and ribulose 
1-5, diphosphate carboxylase activity ( appendix 1 2 ). 
The T 1s for the three light intensity treatments 
did not show any marked overall differences ( fig. 14) 
T ’s were initially 1 high1 decreasing to lower 
levels w3th leaf age, which was cons .tent with 
previously observed patterns ( fig. 2). Plots of 
the nitrate reductase/ribulose 1-5, c* .i-.hssphate 
carboxylase activities ratios once again showed a 
high degree of correlation with the observed T's, 
particularly in overall patterns i.e. hiyli levels 
dropping with leaf age ( fig. 14)- A linear 
regression analysis of the correlation gave 
confidence limits of 95% for the plants grown at
25.000 lux ( R = .909 ) and 10,000 lux ( R = .9 0 6 )
No correlation was obtained for the plants grown at
8.000 Jux. This due to the ratio result obtained 
for day 5 ( fig. 14)-
Js>
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Fie'uro 1A• Graphs showing the effect of light intensi . - 
on the ] Dvol of nitrate reductase activity, T, and n.itsv 
reductase/ribulose 1-5,diphosphate carboxylase ratio.
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Figure 15- See figure 2<R.
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In the second experiment presented, essentially 
similar results wer-» obtained ( fig. 15, appendix 
13). Only two light intensities were used, namely
10,000 and 25,000 Inx. In this experiment however 
both sets of plants were grown at 25,000 lux for 
the initial determination on day 5, before the one 
'set' of plants was plviced under the' low' light 
conditions ( 10,000 lux). A good correlation 
between the nitrate reductase/ribulose 1>-S, 
diphosphate carboxylase activities ratios and 
observed T was achieved particularly with the plants 
grown under low light intensity. A linear 
regression analysis gave a correlation at the 99»9% 
level for both 10,000 ( R = . 9 8 7  ) and 2 0 , 0 0 0  lux 
( R = .975).
The results presented above strongly support the 
possibility of a close connection between nitrate 
assimilation and photoi^ spiration. This raises the 
possibility that one of the functions of the peroxi­
some or glycollate pathway is the supply of carbon 
skeletons for at least part of amino acidcsynthesis 
and subsequent protein metabolism in the light in 
the young rapidly expanding leaf. Furthermore in 
nitrate grown plants, nitrate assimilation could 
be expected to regulate the carbon flow through the 
glycollate pathway by means of the associated 
transaminase steps. To test this possibility a 
series of CliOg labelling experiments were conducted, 
i) INCORPORATION OF C^CL WITH RESPECT TO TIME. 99
In order to determine a satisfactory labelling period 
a time course incorporation of label, into young 
expanding lea/es was conducted. After 15 seconds in 
C1^0 2 the major percentage of the total counts taken 
up are found in the 'lost' fraction ( A2 fraction 
contains up to 90% 3 PGA - Canvin persv com. and 
Tew, unpub. data) and to a lesser extent in the 
organic acid fraction ( fig. 16). Only a small
TIME IN C Qi
Figure 1 6 . Graphs showing incorporation of C 0 with 
respect to time —  leaf two (14 days after planting). 
Graph'a-- lost fraction; Graph'b'- organic acid fraction; 
Graph*c'- sugar fraction; Grpph"d'- amino acid fraction.
NO >C to 'O vti • I o  o  o  o  o
•t Tj-v© to O O 
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percentage of counts occuring in the amino acid r.nd 
sugar fractions. With increased labelling time the 
percentage label in the 1 lost count1 decreases prog­
ressively as does the organic acid fraction, reaching 
steady state levels after ten and five minutes 
respectively. With increased labelling time the 
amino acid and sugar fractions show a steady rise in 
percentage label with a relatively steady state 
level being reached after 5 and 10 minutes respectively. 
The incorporation of label into the sugar fraction 
lags behind the amino acid fraction.
EFFECT OF VARYING NUTRIENT SUPPLIES ON THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF C14 ( FIGURE 17) <i*e TaBlz a')
Three levels of nitrogen were supplied as nitrate and 
one level of nitrogen was supplied, as ammonia, and 
the effect of these variable nutrient supplies on 
C1 4 02 distribution investigated. Low level of amino 
acid formation and high levels of sugar formation 
were found with low levels of nitrogen supply.
Increasing levels of amino acid and decreasing levels 
of sugars were found, as nitrogen supply increased
( fig- 17).
The plants treated with ammonia as a source of 
nitrogen do not give the high le-el of amino acid 
label ( fig. 17) as would be "etfftected from the 
enzyme activities ( appendix 8 ). The label in 
sugars also drops slightly, relative to the high 
nitrate treatment ( fig. 1 7 ).
The organic acid label increases with nitrogen 
supply when supplied as nitrate, but drops in the 
ammonia treatment. The 1 Inst1 count is high in 
the low and high nitrate treatments and particularly 
so in the ammonia treatment. The normal nitrate 
treatment showing the lowesc level of 'lost1 count 
( fig. 17).
The pertinent enzyme activities are presented ( fig. 1 7 ) 
and agree with the previously observecf pattern 
( figs. 10 and 11 and appendix 5)• Total counts, 
corrected for leaf weight, for eaclj ' treatment1 are also 
presented ( fig. 1 7 ).
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EFFECT OF HIGH CO^ CONCENTRATIONS ON THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF C^4 ( FIGURE l 8 ) ^ a  rAiteb).
If the peroxisome was involved in the supply of 
cr.rbon skeletons l .r amino acid metabolism, high 
€0  ^ levels ( > > 3 0 0 p.p.m. ) known to suppress 
peroxisomal metabolism should also suppress the 
percentage label in amino acids and enhance the 
rercentage label in sugars- This is clearly shown 
in fig. 18 where percentage amino acid label is 
suppressed by one third, when the plants are placed 
under high COg levels (> \% ) 18 hours prior to 
labelling, of the control ( 0.03% ). Percentage 
label in sugars is increased by a third over the 
control, while there is an equivalent drop in 
organic acids. The 'lost' count drops only 
marginally when compared to the control ( fig. 18)
High CO2 levels during the labelling procedure also 
affected normal plants in a similar bub less marked 
pattern when compared to the control ( fig. IP'.
EFFECTS OF LOW OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS ON THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF C14 ( FIGURE 19 )«mo Tadic rl.
Low ixygen concentrations (<5% ) are well known to 
suppress the T and should result in a reduced 
percentage label in amino acids, relative tj a control. 
Percentage label in amino acids drops by one third 
of the control ( similar to high COg) while percentage 
label in sugars rises only marginally ( fig. 19). 
Percentage label in organic acids drops only slightly 
while there is a doubling of percentage label in the 
'lost' count when compared to the control ( fig. 19)•
EFFECT’S OF 'HIGH' AND 'LOW LIGHT INTENSITIES 
ON TFS D=jTRIBUTION OF C14 t FIGURE 20) *ni> TSgt-E fi.
Having established that a leaf of barley shows a 
variable response in T to light intensities with 
age ( fig. 2 ) an experiment was conducted to 
determine whether ti.is was reflected in the labelling 
patterns. Furthermore, as predicted from the T 
f fig. 1) and enzyme activities ( fig. 14 and ISj
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Figure 18. Histogram showing the distribution of C 0, 
under conditions of high CO, concentrations (±1%) during 
t.e labelling period.

§Figure 19. Histogram showing the distribution of C. G„ 
under conditions of low 0 - concentrations (<5%) during 
the labelling period.
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Histograms showing the distribution of 
C*4o2 in (i) a young expanding leaf and 
(ii) a fully expanded leaf.
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appendices 12 and 1 3 ), in a fully developed leaf the 
supply of high light intensities would result in an 
increased percentage label in amino acids, when 
compared to the supply of lower light intensities. 
During the expansion stage of a leaf's development 
there is a relatively lower incorporation of label 
into the amino acid fraction at a light intensity 
of 3 0 , 0 0 0  lux when compared to the incorporation 
of label at 10,000 lux ( fig. 20, list (i) ). The 
same pattern is observed in percentage label incor­
porated into the organic acid and lost' count 
fractions- The sugars however show an enhanced 
incorporation of label at the higher light intensity 
when compared to the low light intensity 'treatment1 
( fig. 20, list (i) ). When labelling was conducted 
on a fully grown leaf under high and low lig'.it 
conditions the reverse of the above pattern was 
obtained ( fig. 2 0 , list (i) ).
No standax-d deviations are presented as the view is 
held that the parameters measured are dynamic and 
thus constantly fluctuating, according to the 
metabolic demands of the plant. Therefore a 
determination made later in the same day or on a 
different day would be expected to vary. It was 
therefore decided that eight leaves ( an arbitary 
figure) would be used for any determination made 
thereby giving an average result for the particular 
group of leaves at a given time, and a given stage 
of growth- Determinations of enzyme activities on 
samples of eight leaves, taken from a group of plants 
at a given time and age, showed a standard deviation 
of less than one percent.
DISCUSSION
In the Review of Literature it was mentioned that' 
previous experimental work suggested that the light 
intensities above limiting values had little influence on 
the T, (Heath 1969, Poskuta 1968, Jackson and Volk 1970).
Samish and Koller (1968) suggested from calculations based 
on a mathematical model that T should increase with 
increasing light intensities; the present study presents 
experimental evidence suggesting that this is the case in 
Hordeum vulgare. and that this response varies with the age 
of the leaf) (Figure 1). In this experiment it was shown 
that there is an increase in T with increasing light 
intensity above 30,000 lux, although the extent of T increase 
was found to differ with the stage of leaf development. The 
least response was obtained from leaves which had not reached 
full expansion. All three sets of leaves at different stages 
of development (Figure 1) showed little or no increase in T
between 10,000 and 20,000 lux. In the case of the leaves which
had not completely expanded there was a slight decrease in T 
between 1 0 , 0 0 0  and 3 0 , 0 0 0  lux, whereas in the fully expanded
leaves there was a slight increase in the same range of
intensities, but not as great as for light intensities above
30,000 lux. These results suggested that the age of the 
leaf may be responsible for the differing responses of T to 
increased light intensity. Further, these results suggested 
that the influence of light intensity on T differs at light 
intensities below and above 30,000 lux. The influence of 
high light intensity on increasing T would appear not to be 
confined to Hordeum vulftare. as a similar response was 
obtained with another C-3 photosynthetic plant Alloteropsis 
semialata (Figure 1).
The conflict of opinion as to Uhe effect of light on f 
may bo explained .in two possible ways. One, that most work 
on light intensity dvt erminaLi 011s were not conducted at 
intensities much above 20,000 lux, ;tU wlnrli ] cvel, changes 
in V are of I he oi'Uvr m" ] to 4 ji. p.m. CO,, and may not h a w  
bi'vn i d.'i’t'd i '.;n 1 I" i can!, 1 nnd 2) .
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Secondly, the material used, may have been at a physiological 
stage of growth at which T response to light intensity was 
suppressed. This possibility is supported by the fact that 
the T does not always respond to an increase in light 
intensity. This is illustrated on day 10 in graph "a"
(fig. 2 ), days 1 1 to 1 3 in graph "b" (fig. 2 ) and days IS 
to 1 6  in graph "c" (fig. 2 ).
< Although T increases with light intensity for each 
sample of leaves studied, and this increase iff linear for 
each sample, the extent of the T increase for a given 
increase in light intensity, between each sample of leaves, 
varies (fig. 1 ). This suggests that the magnitude of the 
response to light varied with the leaf samples physiological 
state and is expressed by the varying slope of the graphs.
As mentioned above, it appeared from the initial 
experiment that the T response to increasing light intensity 
varied with leaf age, or the state of leaf developmentj for 
this reason, an experiment was carried out to investigate 
the influence of age and leaf position on the T response to 
light. The results of this experiment are presented in 
Figure 2. Irrespective of the leaf position the same result 
was obtained for all three leaf positions in that in the 
early stages of leaf development T was increased as the light 
intensity was decreased from 30,000 lux to 10,000 lux. This 
response of T to change in light intensity is reversed, with 
the development of the leaf; in the case of leaf 1 between day 
6 and day 7 after planting; for leaf 2 between day 1 1 and day 
13; ana leaf 3 between day 15 and day 16. After this 
transition and for the duration of the experiment T increased 
when the light intensity was increased from 1 0 , 0 0 0  to
30,000 lux. These results suggest that the physiological 
response to light changes quite markedly between the stage 
of leaf development and full development.
In view of the influence of the results obtained from 
T, when plants were grown at a constant light intensity and 
measured at different light intensities, two experiments 
were carried out to investigate the influence of growing 
plants in di I'l.’vvuiU light intensifies, and measuring the L'
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These experiments established that T is influenced by the 
light intensity at which the plants were grown, (figures 
14 and 15). During the development of the leaf the plants 
grown at the lower light intensities tended to give the 
higher T, and this tended to be reversed with the leaf 
attaining full expansion.
As the T is the carbon dioxide concentration at which 
the rate of carbon dioxide fixation and carbon dioxide 
output are Aqual, any change in T suggests that the process 
responsible for carbon diox-de fixation or carbon dioxide 
output or both may be changing. In an attempt to 
elucidate physiological factors associated with the 
measured T, an assessment of the level of carbon dioxide 
uptake by photosyntheses, and output by photorespiration 
was made by determining the enzyme activities associated 
with these two processes. The activity of the enzyme 
ribulose-1-5 diphosphate (RuDP) carboxylase was measured as 
it is generally accepted as the main photosynthetic 
carboxylating enzyme in C-3 photosynthetic plants. The 
selection of monitor enzymes for the decarboxylating process 
was more complex. Glycollato oxidase is considered to be 
one of the main terminal oxidases associated with 
photorespiration (Tolbert and Yamazaki, 1969). However, the 
measurement of its activity need not necessarily give a 
measure of the level of decarboxylation due to the 
glyoxylato-glycollate shuttle brought about by another 
peroxisomal enzyme, NADP glyoxylate reductase, or 
alternatively, the formation of glycine from glyoxylate and 
its removal from the peroxisome in this form. In a scheme 
proposed by Tolbert (1971) for peroxisome metabolism 
associated with photorespiration, glutamic acid plays a 
major role in the transamination processes implicated. 
Further, as glutamic acid is considered to be the prime 
product of reductive amination, it was decided to investigate 
the possibility of using the enzyme nitrate reductase as a 
measure of peroxisomal activity in plants grown with nitrate 
a.-; the .soli? n i l isw.i'ti source .
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In the above experiments in which the plants were grown 
at different light intensities, and the T measured at a 
constant light intensity, in these experiments the activity 
of nitrate rcductaso and RuDP carboxylase activity was 
determined simultaneously with T determination. The activity 
of the enzyme nitrate reductase was found to be influenced by 
the level of the light intensity at which the plants were 
grown, ^Figures 14 and 15} higher activities being obtained 
in the plants grown at the higher light intensities. The 
activity of nitrate reductase in both experiments decreased 
with the age of the leaf- The influence of light intensity 
on nitrate reductase activity is in agreement with the 
findings of Candela and Hewitt (1957) and HsgeStan and Flesher 
(I960)- Nitrate reductase activity, however, showed a 
different response to RuDP carboxylase activity (Appendix 12 
and 1 3 ) in that the activity decreased in plants with increase 
of age over the period measured irrespective of the light 
treatment received by the plants; in contrast, RuDP 
carboxylase activity increased over the same period. The 
calculated ratio of nitrate reductase activity to RuDP 
carboxylase activity was calculated for the first leaf of the 
plants grown at different light intensities, and the results 
are presented in Figures 14 and 15- The nitrate reductase 
RuDP carboxylase ratio appears to correspond very closely to 
the measured T in both experiments. By a linear regression 
analysis a correlation was obtained at the 99.9 per cent 
level for both 1 0 , 0 0 0  and 2 0 , 0 0 0  lux grown plants; in the 
other experiments a good correlation was also obtained. The 
correlation between T and nitrate reductase and RuDP 
carboxylase was good, and a similar correlation was not 
obtained with either glycollate oxidase RuDP carboxylase 
ratio, or catalasc and RuDP carboxylase ratio. This 
observation suggested that nitrate reductase activity may be 
related to photorcsp.Lratory activity in plants receiving 
their nitrogen solely as nitrate. Further, this suggests 
I hat. umlvj' tlii> above oxpui'imt'ni:nJ eomij.l ions njt i-atc vvduet asv. 
iic'l.ivity is jRoi'is '.'(‘'liable Minn either c.1;! yco] J I <1 oxidnnc! 
zicl.j v i I y ov < v.t a i ,'vx1 nvi. I v i I y as ;m i ndivvvt'. iv.v;v.v,vv. o V
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It is suggested that this may be due to the product of 
nitrate assimilation being probably associated with the 
amination steps thought to be associated with photorespiration. 
If this is the case then it is thought that a possible 
function of photorespiration could be the supply of carbon 
skeletons from glycollate for amino acid metabolism in the 
light. This suggestion is further supported by the findings 
that nitrate reductase was located on the membrane of the 
microbodies, and that nitrite reductase was located within 
the microbodies by Lips and Avissor (1 9 7 2 ).
Having shown that the influence of light intensity on T 
varied with the age and state of the development of the leaf, 
an experiment was carried out to investigate the influence 
of leaf age and leaf position on T and enzyme activity of 
leaves of plants grown under controlled conditions. The 
enzyme nitrate reductase was found to be highest in the plants 
receiving the higher level of illumination (Figure 15)•
These observations are in agreement with the findings of 
Candela and Hewitt (1957) and Hagerman and Flesher (I960).
A similar response had been obtained with RuDP carboxylase 
(Appendix 12 and 1 3 )j nitrate reductase activity however 
showed a different response to RuDP carboxylase activity in 
that the activity decreased in plants with increase of age 
over the period measured.
Nitrate reductase activity is well known to be 
dependant on light (Beevcrs and Ilageman 1969, Hewitt 1970), 
however Hewitt (i970) mentions that the dependence of nitrate 
reductase activity on light is not wholly accounted for by 
its requirements for reducing potential and is related to 
the light intensity and its duration. Kannagora and VJoolhouse
(1967) demonstrated that the synthesis of nitrate reductase 
requires light and photosynthetic activity. Photosynthetic 
activity is known to be closely connected with peroxisomal 
activity.
When the ratio of nitrate reductase activity to RuDP 
carboxyl,-isr act.iv i. Ly was calculated for the first loaf of the 
plants grown at d 1 f rerent .1 i ajit .hilon.s i Li os (Figures 14 and 
J 5), Lliv pat tern <>i.’ chnnn.e of flic ratio appears to
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When a linear regression analysis was carried out, a good 
correlation was obtained. In fact, the ratio of these two 
enzyme activities was found to give the best correlation 
with the pattern of measured T. These results suggested 
that nitrate reductase may be related to the photorespiratory 
activity in plants receiving their nitrogen solely as nitrate; 
this idea is supported by the findings of Lips and Avissor 
(1972) that the peroxisome is the intracellular site of 
fiitrate reductase and nitrite reductase. It is suggested 
that the relationship between nitrate reductase activity 
and photorespiratory •activity could' be due to the product of 
nitrate assimilation being largely associated with the amination 
•steps thought to be associated with photorespiration. If this 
is the case, then it is suggested that a possible function of 
photorespiration could be the supply of carbon skeleton from 
glycollate for amino acid metabolism in the light.
The initial experiments suggested that T is highly 
variable with respect to light intensity and leaf age.
Further experiments were designed to study the variability 
of T; one of these was to investigate the influence of leaf 
age and leaf position on T, and the selected enzymes 
activities considered to be associated with COg uptake, and 
output, the results are presented in Figure 3- The X was 
found to vary considerably under constant environmental 
conditions. This variation suggests tha' the equilibrium of 
carbon dioxide uptake and output is probably in a continual 
state of flux. This is in agreement with the observations 
of Steward, Craven, Weerasinghe and Bidwell (1971) who found 
that carbon dioxide uptake and output was affected by the age 
of the plant and previous environmental conditions although 
they did not relate their results to T.
In loaves 1, 3 and 4 (Figure 3 ) the initial T was at a 
higher level than at later stages of development; leaf 2 
was slightly more mature when initially sampled compared to 
the other three leaves, and this probably accounts for the 
lower initial !'• I’hr average T for each of the 1 oaves was 
found to he approximately the same for all the Jonvos, and 
it wau found nol 1 u drrrrnso wi.lh leal' n've. I'll i s is of 
I nt eve .I wlii u < ni.-nnrvil i a t he measured ini/.yimi activities.
When the level of nitrate reductase was determined 
for the different leaves at different stages of development 
(Figure 4) the level of nitrate reductase activity was found 
to increase with leaf position up the main axis, and the 
enzyme activity fluctuated as the leaf aged, with no regular 
pattern, but with a decrease in activity as ageing occurred.
No correlation could be found between the measured T and 
the measured nitrate reductase activity.
The activity of RuDP carboxylase measured in this 
experiment (Appendix 1) was fc-ind to be similar to nitrate 
reductase activity in, that it increased with ascending 
leaf position on the main axis, and decreased with leaf age. 
The activity of this enzyme was observed to fluctuate 
rhythmically on a frequency common to all four leaves. Like 
the nitrate reductase activity no correlation was found 
between the RuDP activity and the measured T.
It was of interest that the both carboxylating enzyme 
and nitrate reductase activities increased with leaf 
position, whereas the average T remained relatively constant. 
However, as in the previous experiment, a very high degree 
of correlation was obtained between measured T and the ratio 
of nitrate reductase and RuDP carboxylase activities (Table 
1) (Figure 5, Figure 6). .*s previously mentioned above
these observations suggested that nitrate rcductaso activity 
may be related to photorespiratory activity. In view of 
the good c .relation obtained between measured T and the ratio 
of nitrate reductase activity and RuDP carboxylase activity, 
it would appear that enzyme activities may be used as a 
reliable indirect measure of a physiological phenomenon.
In view of the suggested relationship between nitrate 
reductase activity and photorespiratory activity, 
experiments were carried cmb to investigate the influence of 
nitrogen concentration and the form in which it was supplied
The carbon dioxide compensation point appeared not to be 
j nr.lucnccd hy (ho nitrate concent ration in which v-he plants 
uore Kl'Own (!•' i auiv .10,, Pi “'lira 11). I'he plants .u.rown in 
.-iMMonia n i 1 i-'xi.vn c-.xh j l> j led a h i /.'.hfu1 1' than Mu; plants grown 
.in  n i  t  iNii i ' n i l  i"n ".c.'ii (!• j  " ,u i 'e  .1 1 ) .
It should be noted that if the pH of the culture 
solution of the ammonia grown plants was allowed to decrease 
to low pH levels (pH 3-4) the increase in I did not occur 
when the leaves were tested.
It was Pound in the previous experiments that the T 
mpy remain relatively constant even though the activities 
of the enzymes associated with carbon dioxide uptake and 
output increased or decreased, suggesting that the activities 
remain in balance with one another. This would appear to 
be the case with the plants grown in different concentrations 
of nitrate, in that the plants grown in the higher nitrate 
level showed a higher RuDP carboxylase activity (Appendix 8) 
as well as higher nitrate reductase activity.
Under ammonia nitrogen grown conditions the RuDP 
carboxylase activity was higher than under nitrate nitrogen 
conditions (Appendix 8). The increase in RuDP carboxylase 
activity with increasing nitrate supply is in agreement with 
the observations of Woycieslca, Ursula, Ogron and Hagerman 
(1972)j who showed a similar increase in RuDP carboxylase 
activity in soybean with increasing nitrate.
In these experiments no correlation was obtained between 
measured T and the ratio of nitrate reductase activity to 
RuDP carboxylase activity. This is largely due to the 
measured nitrate reductase activity in day 8 (Figure 11); 
when this measurement was ignored, a satisfactory correlation 
was obtained. This could possibly be explained by the 
nitrate reductase activity not being a satisfactory measure 
at that stage of the available ammonia for reductive 
amination, as the enzyme activity could be suppressed due to 
a build-up of ammonia, amino acids or amides in the plant 
tissue. If this was the ease, one would obtain a relatively 
higher measured compensation point than indicated by the 
ratio of nitrate reductase to RuDP carboxylase. It is 
suggested that in the previous experiments where the rate of 
phobovcspii’iit i on hn.s hue;!) j jtriucncvd by oLhov cxLorna]
I'actors such as ayn ol.' loaf, lent' posit,ion and Ughl 
j nl l'iv-J I y, I hv n i l vnl v vv.duct i\ao nc-l ivil.y. is secondary, find 
jiusv I ';.l y ooiii. I'O.I I e<i by a dvmniKl I’or the product oI‘ nilrali'
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assimilation in the photorespiratory pathway and differs 
from the present case where nitrate reductase activity is 
probably largely influenced by the level of nitrate 
available in the nutrient supply.
The increased measur' T, and the considerably increased 
level of glycollate oxidase (Appendix 8) of the plants grown 
in ammonia nitrogen would further suggest; that 
photorespiration may be linked to the nitrogen metabolism 
of the leaves of barley plants.
Oxygen concentrations above and below atmospheric 
levels have been shown to markedly affect the T. Forrester, 
Krotkov and Nelson (1966) using soya beans demonstrated that 
apparent photosynthesis (nett CO^ uptake) was inhibited 
by increasing levels of oxygen, above atmospheric levels. A 
number of other workers have made similar observations, as 
well as showing that photorespiration was enhanced with 
increasing oxygen concentration (iGregunua, Krotkov and 
Nelson, l?C6j Bjorkman, 1966j Zelitch, 1968; Hew and Krotkov, 
1968; and Joliffe end Treguanna, 1968). Bllyard and Gibbs 
(1969) using isolated chloroplasts, have also demonstrated 
a decrease in net carbon dioxide fixation, in the presence of 
high oxygen concentrations, and its reversibility when the 
tissue is flushed with nitrogen. Furthermore, they found 
that high levels of bicarbonate would negate the high 
oxygen inhibition, and that low levels of bicarbonate 
enhanced this inhibition. Tregunna, Krotkov and Nelson 
(1966) have shown a linear relationship between csegsgssn 
oxygen concentration and T. Low oxygen levels (below 21 per 
cent) directly suppresses photorespiration with a 
corresponding drop in T. Pock, Decker and Bgle (1970) and 
Goldsworthy (1968) suppressed carbon dioxide output by 
decreasing oxygon concentrations from 21 per ccnt to 1 per 
cent, obtaining T value c3oso to zero for 0-3 photosynthotic 
plants.
I n t e r r e l a t e d  w i t h  t h e  e f f e c t  o ,'  o x y g e n  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  on  
p h o t o i'e - ip ir .-U  i o n  i s  I Ik; . i . t i f l i iu n c e  o f  c a r b o n  d i o x i d e  
e o n c m it  v n t  i r n  . K1.1 y.-.i-d ;uul d i b b s  ( 1  Hi1')  a n d  Cho I . l o t  a n d  
(lo .ron  f 1 ' 7 -  .1 t'.-ivf* c li'ivo iis! I'a l.n tl Llial- l l i o  i n h i b ' l i o u  ol"
p h n !  t " . \  (it In--,  i b y  o x v - e n  l i - v o l w  .i s  i 'c-dm:t!cl by
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increases in carbon dioxide concentrations above 3 0 0 p.p.m. 
Jolliffee and Tregunna (1968) found that at 21 per cent 
oxygen the rate of photosynthesis was increased by increasing 
the carbon dioxide concentration to 500 p.p.m. Egle and 
Fock (1967) failed to observe a post illumination carbon 
dioxide burst in the presence of 1 2 0 0  p.p.m. carbon dioxide, 
and normal atmospheric oxygen concentrations, suggesting 
a suppression of photorespiration. Further, Zelitch and 
Walker (1964) and Zelitch (1965) have shown that the 
syntheses of glycollic acid is severely inhibited at carbon 
dioxide concentrations greater than 0 . 2  per cent, and there 
is considerable evidence for glycollate being the substrate 
for photorespiration.
In the present study the level of activity of nitrate 
reductase was found to be significantly suppressed when the 
plants were grown in a high carbon dioxide environment 
(Figure 12). It could be argued in view of similar results 
for glycollate oxidase (Appendix 9) that this was due to a 
general suppression in over-all metabolism due to extremely 
unfavourable growing, conditions. However, this possibility 
is not supported by the change in RuDP carboxylase activity 
which increased markedly in the presence of the higher 
carbon dioxide environment.
Tnese results arc in agreement with the observations 
made on the effect of the external carbon dioxide 
concentration on photorespivation in short term experiments, 
namely, that high carbon dioxide concentrations suppress 
photorespiration as observed by Egle and Fock (1 9 6 7 ) and 
Jolliffee and Tregunna (1968). It is i orefore not 
surprising that if photorcspiraticn is suppressed by high 
carbon dioxide levels that the levels of activity of these 
cnzymeS are suppressed when grown for longer periods under 
these conditions. it is further interesting to note that 
nitrate reductase behaved in a similar manner to glycollate 
oxidase which is well, established as an enzyme component of
71.
gKot©respiration. Tregunna, Krotkov, and Nelson (1966), 
Bjorlonan (1 9 6 6 ), Zelitch (jl968), and Hew and Krotkov 
(1968). It is therefore again not surprising in these 
longer term experiments to observe that the level of 
activity of nitrate roductasp (.Figure 13) and glycollate 
oxidase (Appendix 11) was also decreased in low oxygen (5%) 
concentrations. The level of RuDP carboxylase (Appendix 11) 
was also found to decrease in the plants grown under low 
oxygen concentration; however, this decrease was not as 
marked as that observed for the enzymes thought to be 
associated with photorespiration. Therefore, irrespective 
of whether high carbon dioxide concentrations or low oxygen 
concentrations.were used for growing the plants, the 
enzymes associated with photorespiration were suppressed, 
and the responses of nitrate reductase activity to these 
conditions further suggests that this enzyme is associated 
with the photorespiratory activity of barley.
It can be argued that it is not surprising that a 
relationship exists between nitrate reductase activity and 
photcrespiration when the plant is receiving its nitrogen 
in the form of nitrate. It is well established that amination 
occurs in the suggested photorespiratory pathway (Tolbert and 
Yamasaki 1969), and that glycine and serine ■ 1 heavily
labelled during labelling experiments Aolbert and
Cohen 1953). Calvin and Bassham 1962; Ongur and Stocking 
1965; Carr and Pate 1967). Furthermore, Ongun and Stocking 
1965 have shown that serine is only metabolised in the 
light. 1'lie synthesis of these amino acids require the 
product of nitrate assimilation, which further suggests that 
nitrate reductase activity may well be li -tked to 
photorespiration. The formation of aspartate, another amino 
acid which readily incorporates C"L^0 2 in photosynthetic 
tissue in the light, would also bo formed in the peroxisomal 
pathway suggested by I'olbcrt and Yamazaki. Further 
indirect support for 11 possible connection between nitrate 
assimilation and pvruxi^omal metabolism is suggested by 
ijuis and Kindi (JV. . • - ..1 -..nv.-v.t li’um their results that 
"the .loaf peroxisoi ■ liaxv worr importance in amino acid
71.
Rhotorespiration. Trcsunna, Krobkov, and Nelson (1966), 
Bjorkman (1966), Zelitch (1968), and Hew and Krotkov
(1968). It is therefore again not surprising in these 
longer term experiments to observe that the level of 
activity of nitrate reductase (Figure 1 3 ) and glycollate 
oxidase (Appendix 11) was also decreased in low oxygen (5%) 
concentrations. The level of RuDP carboxylase (Appendix 11) 
was also found to decrease in the plants grown under low 
oxygen concentration; however, this decrease was not as 
marked as that observed for the enzymes thought to be 
associated with photorespiration. Therefore, irrespective 
of whether high carbon dioxide concentrations or low oxygen 
concentrations were used for growing the plants, the 
enzymes associated with photorespiration were suppressed, 
and the responses of nitrate reductase•activity t© these 
conditions further suggests that this enzyme is associated 
with the photorespirabory activity of barley.
It can be argued that it is not surprising that a 
relationship exists between nitrate reductase activity and 
photorespiration when the plant is receiving its nitrogen 
in the form of nitrate. It is well established that amination 
occurs in the suggested photorespiratory pathway (Tolbert and 
Yamazaki 1969), and that glycine and serine are heavily 
labelled during labelling experiments (Tolbert and
Cohen 1953) • Calvin and Bassham 1962; Ongun and Stocking 
1965; Carr and Pate 1967). Furthermore, Ongun and Stocking 
1965 have shown that serine is only metabolised in the 
light. The synthesis of these amino acids require the 
product of nitrate assimilation, which further suggests that 
nitrate reductase activity may well be linked to 
photoraspiration. The formation of aspartate, anocher amino 
acid which readily incorporates in photosynbhotic .
tissue in the light, would also be formed in the peroxisomal 
thway suggested by Tolbert and Yamazaki. Further 
■ rect support for a possible connection between nitrate 
assimilation and pwu\ b.omaJ metabolism is suggested by 
iiuis and Kindi (.19:. • . to mi b from their results that 
11 the leal' pcroxi soi . . Inn <■ nort- importance in amino acid
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metabolism than was previously assumed."
It should be noted, however, that the significance 
of nitrate reductase activity as a possible indirect 
measure of photorespiration could be affected in one or 
all of the following ways:
(a) The influence of nitrogen supply for amino 
acid formation from sources other than 
nitrate assimilation in the leaf
(e.g. uptake of NH^J).
(b) The formation of serine may occur through 
the reverse reaction sequence, namely
3 PGA - Giycerate - Hydroxypyruvate - 
Serine as shown in fig. 21 which would 
not result in the release nf CC^-
(c) Glycine may be utilized directly prior to 
the * decarboxylating step as s’t--.v:n in , 
fig. 21.
(d) Nitrate reductase activity may be suppressed 
by a pool build-up of amino acids and amides 
which are known to act as suppressors (Afridi 
and Hewitt 1965, Filmer 1966, Stewart 1972).
Nitrogen however would still be available for 
the operation of the glycollate cycle due to 
build-up of substances such as glutamine 
(Tew Unpub. res.). From the above results 
there was a strong indication that nitrate 
assimilation is closely tied to 
photorespiration. A series of experimental 
work was thus conducted to further 
investigate this possible relationship.
The enzyme activity results strongly suggest a connection 
between photorespiration and nitrogen metabolism of leaves in 
the light. Preliminary C^Og labelling experiments were 
carried m t  in an attempt to investigate whether the 
labelling pattern obtained under the known condition affecting 
pliotorespivation supported Uio above concept. The experi­
mental approach for vii.liej' M..inm:i aLing or suppress i n-r 
j)Iiot.ov(>^ ])i vat ion a.-t ndi i i-vetl with (ho enzyme experiments.
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was used. By this method it was hoped, to obtain either an 
increase or decrease in percentage label in amino acids 
with a reciprocal decrease or increase in the percentage 
label in sugars.
The initial labelling experiment was merely a time 
cpurse under standard conditions to ascertain the 
labelling patterns of various periods of exposure to C1*02. 
The results however proved to be pertinent to the 
hypothesis and are helpful in interpreting the later results. 
After 15 seconds of feeding C^Og the highest percentage 
label (4 8 .5 %) occurs in the "lost" count (Figure 16).
This count was found to be held on the basic column and led 
us to suspect that this probably represented a large 
proportion of the sugar-phosphate, more specifically,
3PGA. This observation is supported by the fact that it is 
well known that the first labelled product is 3PGA .(in 
Photosynthesis) (Calvin and Bassham 1962). Hess and 
Tolbert (1956) have shown that using time course labelling 
_exper;im.eo£s.,.un.de£ similar conditions that at 4 seconds 
3PGA was 100 times more labelled than glycollate, however 
at 4 to 11 seconds glycollate became uniformly labelled, 
presumably deriving its label from a product of 3PGA.
Recent work has confirmed that the "lost count" is composed 
of sugar phosphates and mainly 3PGA (Tew - unpublished 
results, Canvin - pens. com.).
The second highest percentage label, after 15 seconds, 
is contained in the organic acid fraction (3 8%). In view 
of the findings of Hess and Tolbert (1966) and Tew (unpub. 
date), a high proportion of this fraction is probably 
glycollic acid (malic acid is also a significant proportion 
of this fraction). This fits well with the fact that a 
large proportion of newly fixed carbon passes through the 
peroxisomal pathway (Zelitch 1969, Tolbert and Yamasaki 
1 9 6 9 ,  Tolbert 1971).
After 15 secs, a higher proportion of labelling was 
found to occur in the A.A. fraction (14.5/j) than in the sugar 
fraction (2.'). Vhesc results arc 1.11 agreement, with Carr and 
fates ' s (.1 '16 7) l"i nd.i iv;s, 111 young leaves. !'hu>H" above
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results are not in conflict with the proposal that A.A. 
metabolism in the light and photorespiration are closely 
related. As a higher A.A. label wouldAexpected if the 
high percentage organic acid label is composed of a high 
proportion of glycollate. With a progressively longer 
labelling period a steady drop in the percentage label of 
both the "lost" fraction and organic acid fraction was 
obtained, while a steady increase in the percentage label 
in the basic and neutral fractions also occured (Fig. 16)."
The results indicated that after ten minutes all the 
fractions were approximating to a steady state (Table 2).
From this experiment it was decided to use a ten minute 
labelling time for all the following work.
It is well established that high CO^ gas pressures 
result in a suppression of photorespiration. It was 
argued that C^ O g  labelling under these conditions should 
result in a decrease of percentage label in amino acids 
with a reciprocal increase in sugars, if the suggestion of 
photorespiration associated with nitrogen metabolism is 
correct,as less carbon will flow through the glycollate 
cycle as postulated by Ogren and Bowes (1971)•
The results obtained the experiment carried out
under the above conditions agreed with the suggestfide 
labelling pattern (fig. 18). The effect of increased paacemvK-E 
label in sugars and decrease in the percentage label in 
amino acids is enhanced when the plants were grown and 
l&'ielled under high C02 sonditions (fig. 18).
Furthermore the percentage label in the organic acid 
fraction (fig. 18) shows a drop under high CO^ conditions, 
which may be explained by the organic acids glycollate and 
malate being involved in peroxisomal metabolism (fig. 21).
A slight drop in the 'lost' count {!?%) is also recorded.
Similarly it is well established that low 02 pressures 
markedly decrease phohorcspiratory activity, for this reason 
C^Og labelling experiments were carried out under low 0o 
pressures ( <  5 ')• Wider Wiese conditions there was a 
marked decrease in the pert enl auc label in the amino acids
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label in the sugars (fig. 19)• These results like those 
obtained for labelling under high CO^ conditions further 
support the proposed like between peroxisomal metabolism 
and nitrago metabolism. Fock and co-workers (Pock, Egle, 
Schaub and Hilgenberg 1969, and Egle pers. com.) have also 
shown with their experiments on plants that under low 
Og (2%) concentrations, using C3"*02, that sugar formation is 
favoured, and reciprocally that under high 0^ (42%) 
concentrations, amino acid formation is favoured.
In view of the suggestion that.T may indicate a low or 
high demand for amino acid formation, as the T dropped or 
tose respectively, it was decided to label, with C^Og, 
leaves at various light intensities and stages of growth. 
Having established that the X responded in a reciprocal 
manner to varied light intensities, with age (fig. 2), a 
young expanding leaf and a fully expanded leaf were labelled 
at two lijht intensities, namely 10,000 lux-and 25,000 lux. 
The results (fig. 20) show the changes in percentage label 
in amino acids and sugars for both young (fig. 20, hist i) 
and mature leaves (fig. 20, hist ii). The results show 
that under the high light intensity (25,000 lux) in the 
young leaf (high T, fig. 2) the label in the amino acid 
fraction is higher than in the amino acid fraction of the 
low light intensity (10,000 lux) leaf (low T, fig. 2).
The reverse of this picture is obtained when a set of leaves 
is labelled under identical conditions, but at a stage at 
which full leaf expansion has occurred (fig. 20, hist ii).
The final labelling experiments were carried out on 
plants grown under varying levels of nitrogen supplied as 
nitrate and ammonia. This experiment was carried out in 
view of the previously established correlations between 
nitrate reSuctasc activity as an indirect measure of the 
photorespiratory component of T and in addition the influence 
of ammonia nitrogen on f and glycollatc oxidase activity.
The results (rig- 17) were entirely in accordance with 
the now Pama1iar, reciprocal response oC sugars and amino 
acids. inder Jow uJ Lroacn conditions ( - 5 Op.p.m.) the
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percentage label in sugars is high (60£) and low (16%) in 
the amino acids. The sugars dropping in percentage label 
and the amino acids rising as the available nitrate 
nitrogen increases. At the same time the organic acid level 
also rises.
The treatment in which nitrogen is supplied as the 
NH^+ ion did not give the results one would expect (i.e. 
very high A.A. levels) from the enzymatic experiments 
(fig. 10 and 11, appendix 8). The relatively low level of 
label in the A.A. may be explained if one visualizes that 
the peroxisomal cycle (fig. 21) may turn a full cycle with 
the production of 3PGA andno amino acids being withdrawn 
directly from the cycle, resulting in a reduced label 
entering the amino acid fraction. This suggestion is 
supported by the fact that the label in sugars remains 
relatively low (fig. 17) while the percentage in the "lost 
count" rises, indicating possible 3PGA formation.
Furthermore the T is considerably above the T of the 
n-1 rate treatments (fig. 11, graph "b") indicating a high 
level of peroxisomal activity as does the greatly enhanced 
glycollate oxidase activity (appendix 8, graph "b"). The 
drop in the organic acids may be due to a decrease in pool 
size of glycollate due to the very high demand for this 
substrate by the peroxisome. The level of unlabelled 
amino acid is also muejs higher in the
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jUK grown plants than in all the nitrate grown plants (Tew 
unpub. res.)- -Tt is well established that Nth, taken up by 
the roots is immediately metabolized and transported to 
the leaves as amino acids and amides ( Pate 1966, Weissman 
• 1972).
In a recent review, Bassham ( 1971) reports work using 
Chlorella in which nitrogen supplied as results in the 
suppression of sucrose formation and a consequent build - 
up of sugary phogphates. This finding is supported by our 
work withJHf-^  as sugars are maintained at a relatively low 
level, while "lost count" ( sugar-phosphates) increases.
All the results presented strongly support the suggestion 
that a primary function of the peroxiyome is the supply of 
carbon skeletons in the light, for amino acid metabolism. 
Furthermore, that overall nitrate reductase activity is a 
possible measure of the peroxisomal activity within the 
limits mentioned in this discussion. It is also suggested 
that the overall demvmd for amino acids will affect the 
activity of the peroxisome. In the authors opinion it is 
thought that the overall level of T of a particular species 
is probably determined by the plants efficiency in con­
centrating COg at the site of uptake, whereas fluctuations 
in T within a plant is related to the balance between 
photosynthesis and photorespiration, which in turn is a 
reflection of the fluctuation in demand for amino acids 
or sugars within the plant.
DISCUSSION ON T .
Having established the effect of varying light intensities 
and age, on T, in the barley plant, a number of points 
arising from this remain to be discussed.
(1) Why does the T rise with increasing light intensities 
( fig. 1)? The obvious explanation is that there is a 
change in the relationship of COg uptake to COg output. 
This explanation however does not answer the question 
of why this relationship should change. Two possible 
answers exist. One, that under increasing light 
regimes, a higher demand for protoin is initiated, due 
possibly to faster breakdown of existing protein by 
way of photooxidation. A drawback in this explanation
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ia that it is hard to visualize how this effect could 
act so rapidly as bo cause an immediate rise or drop 
in T ( fig. 1 ). The second explanation and the one 
favoured is that under an increased light regime the 
production of 0^ by photosystem II would be enhanced, 
thereby increasing the effective 0^ concentration in 
the plants intracellular spaces and thus stimulating; 
peroxisomal metabolism. The first possibility has 
a long term effect in stimulating photorespiration 
and probably accounts for the general rise in nitrate 
reductase activity observed when plants are grown 
under relatively high light regimes. ( fig. 14 and 15).
(2) A second complex question which arises is the reason 
why under relatively high light intensities the 
percentage amino acid and T should drop in a young 
expanding leaf, but the reverse of this in an older 
fully expanded leaf ( fig. 2). A possible explanation 
for this is that in the young leaf amino acid produc­
tion is probably at full capacity - high T and nitrate 
reductase activity ( fig. 2, 3, & 4)» Carr and Pate 
( 1968) state that photosynthesis in a young leaf is 
primarily involved in protein production, sucrose being 
transported to the developing leaf. If this is the 
cas& then any increase in reducing powev { higher light 
intensity) would be utilized for carbohydrate production 
rather than amino acid production. This would have the 
effect of lowering the percentage of labelled C^Og 
going to the peroxisome and amino acid metabolism and 
hence a lower T ( fig. 2, fig. 20). The switch would 
occur when the point is reached where the level of 
peroxisomal metabolism has dropped sufficiently ( i.e. 
lot# nitrate reductase activity and T), that any increase 
in light intensity, results in ':the increased 0^ level 
or denand for protein being accompanied by a stimulation 
in peroxisomal metabolism to accommodate the increased 
demand Cor amino acids. This of course would result in 
a percentage increase in nnwly fixed C1*0^ passing through 
the peroxisome and hence an increase in percentage amino 
acid label ( Pig. 2, Pig. 20).
Finally, what affect could a fluctuating T have on a 
plant's physiology? This question raises a number 
of interesting ecological possibilities.
(a) T increase with light.
The ecological implications of the effect of 
high light intensities on photorespiration 
may offer a partial explanation for the 
remarkably distinct distribution of and 
plants.
Before discussing this distribution, a clear 
picture of the possible effect photorespiration 
may have on a plant under high light conditions 
should be presented. Photorespiration is the 
release of COg in the light and as it has been 
shown, this release of COg, as expressed by T, 
increases with increasing light intensity. This 
naturally represents a rise in intracellular 
COg concentration. Concurrent within an increase 
in light intensity, temperature and intracellular 
Og concentration would be expected to increase, 
with a consequent further increase in intra­
cellular COg due to enhanced photorespiration 
( Forrester et.al. 1966, Heath and Orchard 
1957). Oxygen would increase due to increased 
photosystem II activity. The resulting increase 
in intracellular CO^ concentration may then 
result in stomatal closure ( Heath 1952, Heath 
and Orchard 1957, Raschke 1972, Fallaghy 1972).
It is well known that many plants (C^) 
exhibit mid-day closure of stomata, particularly 
in hot climates ( Mai.tner and Mansfield 1968). 
Accepting the above line of reasoning it is 
apparent that photorespirat: ..n in plants 
may well play a significant ecological role in 
determining the distribution of plants.
It is apparent that as far as present knowledge 
allows, plants occur widely in dry tropical 
and sub-tropical climates ( Hatch and Slack 
1970, Bjorkman 1971, Black IsJ'/l). Particularly
where rainfall occurs in great abundance over 
relatively short periods with virtually no 
rain during intervening months ( Hatch and 
Slack 1970)• This is ; irticularly evident 
in deserts and on the Serengefci Plains. In 
this regard Grzimik ( 1957) states that the 
evaporation potential on the Serengeti Plains 
is such that more than twice the annual rain­
fall could be evaporated on these plains in 
one year. It is thus apparent that plant 
growth would have to occur during the relati­
vely limited rainfall periods, when water is 
available in great quantities. Other tropical 
habitats of plants are hot swampy conditions
such as the Okavango Swamps ( Fair and Cresswell 
- unpub. data ). With the exception of swamp 
conditions, all the prefered habitats of 
plants have short growing seasons and an abun­
dant supply of water during this periodr These 
facts tend to contradict Bjorkman ( 1971) and 
Black's ( 1971) suggestion that plants are 
primarily water conserving plants, but suggest 
rather that plants are designed for fast and
sustained growth, possibly unaffected by serious 
stomatal closure during high light- intensity 
periods, which could seriously curtail growth 
in Cg plants, especially when one considers 
that in these regions high temperatures and 
tight intensities are reached early in the day 
and will continue until late afternoon. Lack 
of apparent photorespiration in plants would 
thus be of great competitive value in these 
regions, due to low intracellular CO^ levels 
being maintained in these plants during potential 
high growth periods.
Typical examples of dicotyledonous plants 
are the Atriplex and Euphorbiaceae found in 
dry desert conditions and the grasses, such as 
Themeda triandra , Hyparrhenia hirta, Panlcum 
and Eragrostoid Sd p . found on the dry African 
Savannah regions.
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Cg plants however r.re widespread in the more 
temperater-v regions where extremes of light 
intensity and temperature are less prevalant.
Days are longer and rainfall is spread over a 
relatively longer period with less intense 
precipitation ( Hatch and Slack 1970). It 
can thus be envisaged that in conditions of 
"constantly" available moisture but seldom 
abundant, that the closure of stomata during 
mid-day . a result of increased photosynthesis, 
would favour the plant, preventing excessive 
moisture loss during the heat of the day.
If this argument is accepted it would be correct 
to say tha' plants are adapted to high growth 
rates ( Blac«: 1971), in conditions of extreme 
high levels of light and temperature, and 
abundant moisture. plants however do not
always exhibit higher growth rates than Cg plants 
under all conditions.
Cg plants however are adapted to efficient water 
utilization and growth under conditions vf 
relatively low light and temperature levels, as 
well as limiting b:.fc constantly available 
moisture levels-
(b) "Switch" with leaf age.
This "switch" in response betweei. the immature 
and mature leaf suggests an interesting ecolog­
ical adaptation ( fig. 2). As the young leaf 
in barley appears at the top of the plant it 
will be exposed to full sunlight with a minimal 
degree of shading. If at this stage the 
"normal’1 response existed and stomatal closure 
resulted because of the high T, the growth of 
ti.e young leaf could be severly retarded w Lth 
detrimental results to the development of the 
entire plant. This problem is however "neatly" 
by-passed by the “switch" which results in 
relatively high light intensities giving 
minimal T ( see sectioi 2). As the leaf grows
the change to a more 1 normal' response is 
again beneficial as the mature leaf is 
subject to shading as a result of new leaves 
growing above it, thus lowering the average 
light intensity that reaches the leaf surface.
This phenomenon thus results in the greatest 
efficiency of COg uptake in all leaves of the 
plant. At first sight this may seem contradictory 
in terms of the previous discussion on water 
conservation in plants, as the new leaf would 
be expected to respire heavily under high light 
intensities. In terns of the plant however the 
total area of a now leaf is small and consequently 
water loss to the entire plant would be minimal. 
BALANCE BETWEEN CO. AND CL LEVELS IN THE ATMOSPHERE. 
It has been well established that the levels of 
either CO^ or 0  ^ have marked effects on the 
balance between photosynthesis and photorespiration 
( Ogrun and Bowes 1971, Gibbs 1969, Jollife and 
Tregunna 1968, Egle and Fock 196?). Now if 02 
concentration was to rise, photorespiration is 
stimulated ( Tregunna et.al- 1966, Forrester et. 
al. 1966, Ludvig 1 9 6 8 ), resulting in a utiliz­
ation of Og ( fig. 2 1 ) and an output of COg- 
This would result in an increase in COg accompanied 
by a decrease in 0 ^ levels which would result in a 
suppression of photorespiration ( Egle and Fock 
1967, Ogrun and Bowes 197l) and an increase in C02 
uptake ( fig. 2 1 ) thus decreasing the level of COy 
This reciprocating action between 02 and C02 levels 
would thus tend to maintain a relatively stable 
relationship between the level of C0 2 and O y  
This action of plants may well play a 
significant part in maiucaining the constancy 
of C0 2 and 0^ in the atmosphere.
It should be pointed out that this relationship 
between C0 2 and 0 2 levels and its effect on C^ 
plants metabolism, must have serious implications 
in physiological work involving the MVarbur'- 
apparatus. Thus if the C02
level in the flasks rose above physiologi­
cal values or the Og level varied from the 
2 1% norm, results obtained would have to be 
cautiously interpreted.
Discussion on Glvcollate Pathway.
Previous work on labelling patterns 
established that glycine, serine and alanine 
are important early labelled amino acids in 
green tissue in the light. ( Calvin and 
Basham 1962, Carr and Pate 196?, Tolbert and 
Cohen 1953)- The work presented in this 
thesis has established that the levels of 
amino acids and sugars are related to photo- 
respiratory activity. Using the proposed 
glycollate pathway ( Tolbert and Yamazaki 
1969) the production of glycine serine and 
aspartate is explained. However the early 
appearance of alanine is not explained - 
it would appear from Tolbert's work ( 1971) 
that alanine is not formed in the peroxisome. 
Its early appearance in labelling experiments 
may possibly be explained, if the 3PGA, 
formed by a complete turn of the glycollate- 
cycle ( fjg. 21) is utilized by the plant to" 
form alanine. Furthermore if the 3PGA 
produced in this way was first utilized to 
produce energy for the reduction of NO^ to 
NOg as suggested by Klcpper et.al. ( 1972) 
a balanced stoichi omentry, of one 3pGA, to 
one moiecule reduced, to one alanine
formed, would exist. This possible pathway 
is included in the modified pathway presented 
in fig. 21. 3PGA for this purpose could of 
course come directly from the 3PGA formed 
during the ribulose 1-5, diphosphate carboxy­
lase reaction.
To conclude this discussion it would seem 
appropriate to briefly review the function 
of the peroxisome in the light of the work 
presented in this thesis.
The peroxisome undoubtedly plays an important 
part in the metabolism of plants. They 
occur in all Cg plants studied in large numbers 
and it is well established that at least 50% 
of newly fixed carbon passes through the gly- 
collate cycle ( Tolbert 1971, Zelitch 1966,). 
Electron micrographs further underline its 
importance and demonstrate the close spatial 
relationship between the chloroplast, 
peroxisome and mitochondrion ( Trelease et.al. 
1971, Frederick et.al. 1969).
ToItert in a recent review ( 1971) suggests a 
numbf ■? of possible functions for the peroxisome, 
none of which could account for the pre-eminence 
of the peroxisome on the evidence then available. 
Tolbert infact dismisses the possibility of the 
synthesis of glycine and serine being a major 
funcbioi- of the peroxisome.
The work presented in this thesis however would 
seem to point strongly to a major function of 
the peroxisome being the supply of carbon 
skeletons for certain amino acid synthesis in 
the light, when the plant's nitrogen is 
supplied solely as nitrate. This conclusion 
is directly supported by the suggestion of 
Ruis and Kindi ( 1971) that the peroxisome may 
play an important part in amino acid metabolism. 
The glycollate cycle however has also been 
shown to produce energy in the form of 2ATP's 
during the conversion of 2 glycine molecules 
to 1 serine.( Bird et.al. 1972b) Bird et.al. 
(l972a) surmise that the production of energy 
may also be an important function of this 
pathway.
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L O W  ASHTON NUTRIENT MEDIUM.
3P.il
0.505
Ca(N03)2 0.820
Na K2 P042H20 0.208
Mg S04 .7H20 0.369
Mn S04 0 . 0 0 2 2 3
Cu SO^.SH.O 0.00024
ZN 304 .7H20 0.000296
H3 B°3
0.00186
(ra4) 6 m o 7 o24.4s 2o ) O.OOOO35
C0 S04-7H20 0 . 0 0 0 0 2 8
NaCl 0.00585
FERRIC EDTA .5 gm/1
Ca Cl2 .5 gm/1
.435 gm/1
1.05 gm/1
Appendix 14
Detail of Long Ashton Nutrient Medium used.
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